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SUMMARY 
An analysis of tomato yield was made by partitioning yield 
into component parts. Yield was first broken down into the var-
iables, number of fruits and fruit weight. The variable, number 
of fruits, was further partitioncd into number of clusters and 
number of fruits per cluster. 
The experimental material consisted of six inbred lines and 
all possible F't's from these lines (not including reciprocals). 
'1'he parents collectively exhibited a tremendous range of expres-
sion for all characteristics. At the two extremes were the parents 
L. pimpinellifolimn, with an average of 1,287 fruits per plant 
and an average fruit weight of 0.5 grams, and Matchless, a 
variety of L. esculeniitm, with a plant average of 16 fruits and 
an average fruit weight of 142.6 grams. 
The study was composed of three units. In Unit 1, the var-
iables yield, number of fruits and fruit weight were analyzed. 
In Unit 2, an analysis was made of the variable, number of 
fruit and its components, number of clusters and number of 
fruits per cluster. In Unit 3 a biological interpretation was 
made of the relationships which were found to exist in Units 
1 and 2. 
The analyses of Units 1 and 2 consisted of three phases: 
description of relationships among the variables, construction 
of gcncmodels for each variable and use of gene models to 
explain the genetic anomalies found to exist in the descriptive 
phase of the problem. These phases will be summarized separ-
ately. 
(1) Desc1'ipiion of relationships among the variables. For 
both units of variables, it was demonstrated that the logarith-
mic scale of measurement was more satisfactory than the arith-
metic scale. Consequently the logarithmic scale was used 
throughout the study. 
Relationships were calculated for various groupings of the 
experimental material. First the parents and FI'S were analyzed 
together; then separate analyses were made of the parents as 
one group and the Fl'S as another. In both units, the relation-
ships existing among the FI's differed from those found among 
the parents. Finally, the l!'t's were grouped into constant-parent 
groups (each group consisting of all F I 's having a specified 
parent in common), and these FI groups showed consistent dif-
ferences in relationships in contrast with those of the parents. 
Correlation and regression coefficients were calculated for 
various kinds of effects. For example, the phenotypic value was 
considered as the sum of genotypic and environmental effects, 
and the genotypic effect was considered as the sum of additive 
and non-additivc genetic effects. Correlation and regression 
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coefficients w()re calculated for ench of these effects. The addi-
tive genetie effects (as calculated from the Ji\ 's alone) were 
shown to have essentially the same relationships as found among 
the parents. This was true for both groupings of the variahles. 
It was demonstrated that the difference in relationships among 
Ji\ 's as oontrasted with those of the parents was attributable to 
the nOll-additive genetic effects. 1'he genotypic and environmental 
statistics were considered in the unit on biological interpretation. 
(2) Oanstr1tction af gene models. The simplified gene models 
used specified that (a) many loci differences were involved, (b) 
loci effects were additive on the logarithmic scale and (c) a 
constant dominance effect existed, differing for each variable. 
It was concluded that the inheritance of all variables except 
yield could be adequately described by such models. The dom-
inance values wcre calculated by three different methods and 
the average values were found t~ he as follows: 
Number of fruits h = +.56 
Pruit weight 
Number of clusters 
h = -.21 
h = +.60 
Number of fruits per cluster h = +.52 
(3) Iniegl"(ltion of tll e descriptive and genetic phases of Units 
1 and 2. Much of the puzzling. hehavior of the non-additive 
genetic effects, the relationships of which were quite different 
from those of the additive genetic effects, was clarified with the 
proposed gene models. 
In Unit 3, a biological interpretation was made of the environ-
mental and genotypic correlations found in Units 1 and 2. The 
following summarizes the main points of intel'e~t. 
'l'he large negative environmental coefficient (4:;re = - .784:) 
ealculated for the variablefl number of clusters and nnmher of 
fruits per cluster was interpreted as demonstrating a within-
plant competition between these variables for a common limited 
nutritive substrate. The environmental correlation between 
variables number of fruits and fruit weight was essentially zero 
(2BP., = - .056). It was suggested that most variation among 
fruits harveflted from one plant was due to competition betwren 
fruit within (t clltster. This variation in fruit weight would bear 
little relation to total number of fruit. Competition between 
number of parts and size of parts would be reflectrd, then, as 
competition between number of clusters and size of clusters. 
Genotypic correlations between the same variables were of 
most interest. The genotypic correlation coefficient between 
number of clusters and number of fruits per cluster was posi-
tive and of considerable, magnitude 4:;Ph = +.94:3. The large 
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value of the coefficient indicated that these two variables rcp-
resent different manifestations of essentially the same set of 
genes, aud the positive sign was interpreted to mean that the 
genes act in essentially the samc fashion in both variables. These 
genes evidently control the growth force responsible for the 
number of reproductive parts. 
The large negative genotypic correlation between fruit num-
ber and fruit size 2~;h = - .970 was interpreted as follows: 
It was assumed that (1) there exists a genotypic limit to the 
capacity for total fruit production and (2) the two divergent 
growth forces contributing to the increase of total yield-the 
force increasing the number of fruits and the force increasing 
the size of fruits-are genotypically controlled. The genotypic 
yield limit necessitatcs competition between the two opposing 
growth forces. This results in the negative sign of the corre-
lttion coefficient. The size of the correlation coefficient indicates 
that the two growth processes are controlled by essentially thl' 
same set of genes. Thus, it seems that the primary function of 
the entire gene complex is to control the balance between the 
genotypic competitive abilities of these two growth forces, and 
the correlated responses in the various variables considered are, 
for the most part, pleiotropic manifestations of this one gene 
complex. 
The anthor is indebted to Dr. J. W. Gowen for criticisms of 
the manuscript and to Profcssor Oscar Kempthorne for advice 
on the statistical aspects of the paper. 
An Analysis of Tomato Yield Com .. 
ponents in Terms of Genotypic 
and Environmental Effects 
By BRUCE GRIFFING 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past, productivity in many economic plants and animals 
has been studicd as an entity in itself. :Many complex and pos-
sibly unnecessary theories concerning it have been developed 
as a result. 'fhe biology of productivity can be better under-
stood by examining the less complex metabolic processes npon 
which it depends. In this paper, yield is resolved into com-
ponents, and the inheritance and interrelationships of these 
components are studied in order to givea clearer understanding 
of the variation in yield. 
The concept of studying components of complex organizations 
is not new and has been used in many analytical fields. An early 
example in the realm of' genetics and plant breeding is the 
extensive study of cotton yield components made by Harland 
(4). l\Iany studies have been conducted with other crops. Of 
particular interest is the investigation of tomato yield com-
ponents by Powers (10) in which he examines some of the same 
\'ariables considered in this study. 
The breakdown of yield which we shall consider is illustrated 
in fig. 1. It consists essentially of three complete and separate 
units. -Within eadl unit, the two indepcndent variables bear 
multiplicative relationships (when measured on the arithmetic 
scale) as follows: 
Unit 1: Yield = (number of fruit) X (fruit weight) 
Unit 2: Number of fruit = (number of elnsters) X (num-
ber of fruits per cluster) 
Unit 3: 1<-'ruit weight = (number of locules) X (weight 
pel' locule) 
Each unit represents 11 completely determined system of 
variables and thus each unit may be treated separately. This 
study wi1l examine Units 1 and 2, and Unit 3 will be analyzed 
in a later pUblication. 
'I'he material presented will be divided into three major 
parts: (1) an analysis of Unit 1, (2) an analysis of Unit 2 and 
(3) a biological interpretation of facts found in Units 1 and 2. 
The analyses of units will in turn consist of three phases: (a) 
description of relationships among the variables, (b) construe-
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Fig.!. Diagrammatic representation of the partitioning of yield into yield 
components. 
tion of gene models for each variable and (c) use of gene models 
to explain genctic anomalies found to exist in the deseriptivc 
phase of the problem. 
EXPERIMEN'f AI.. MATERIAL 
The experimental material included six inbred lines of 
tomatoes und the 15 l!\ 's resulting from all possible pair matings 
of these inbl'eds. The inbrcds have been maintained by the Iowa 
State College Genetics Department for many years. They ap-
peared exceedingly uniform in this experiment. The following 
lim's werc used: (1) Red eurrant-Lycopel'sicon lJimpil1elli-
folium (n wild species), small, round, red fruit; (2) Yellow 
ehcl'ry-L. csculcnt1l1lt, small, round, yellow fruit; (3) Red 
cherry-L. csculcni1l1lt, eherry size, red fruit; (4) Goldball-
L. c.~cIl1cntl/m, medium size, round, yellow fruit; (5) Devon-
L. csclllcntwl1, fairly large, round, red fruit; and (6) l\Iatehless 
-L. c.~culcntmn, large.somewhat oblate, red fruit. The numbers 
associated with the above lines will be used henceforth to denote 
the specific inbred lines. 
On Ma~' 2, 1947 the seeds were planted, and on May 17 the 
seedlings were potted in' 2-inch pots. All greenhouse material 
was randomized in t.he snme order as in the field planting ar-
rangement. On the 15th and 16th of JUnc, plants were trans-
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planted to the field. The growing season was excellent. Only a 
few replants, out of approximately 1,200 plants, were necessary. 
The experimental dcsign consisted of six randomized blocks, 
each containing one plot of each inbred and the various Fl'S. 
The plots werc 3% feet apart and each contained seven plants 
spaced at intervals of 3% feet. 'rhe entire experiment was sur-
rounded by border plants. 
For the characteristics concerned in this study, a systematic 
sUb-sampling method was used. A random choice was made of 
the second or third plant in the plot; then, beginning with this 
plant, plants were chosen alternately. Thus, three plants out 
of the seven were sampled from each plot, resulting in a total 
of 18 observations for each parent and Fl. 
Total ripe fruit weight represented yield. Ripe fruits were 
harvested from plants throughout the season at intervals of 
approximately 2 weeks. Final harvest was made on September 
28, 1947 for the first three replications and during the next 
three days for the last three replications. 
Total number of ripe fruit per plant was obtained by actual 
count at the time the fruits were weighed. Average fruit weight 
wm: determined by dividing total plant yield by total number 
of fruits. The number of clusters having ripe fruit was obtained 
by dividing the total number of fruits by the number of fruits 
per cluster. These individual plant data were transformed to 
logarithms for the analyses of variances and covariances. 
STATISTICAL ANAINSIS OF UNIT 1 
In order to present the material as clearly as possible, the 
steps to be followed in analyzing Unit 1 will be enumerated: 
(1) 'rhe relationships among yield, number of fruit and fruit 
weight will be described, first, using parental and Fl mean values. 
Both arithmetic and logarithmic scales of measurement will be 
considered, and the logarithmic scale will be chosen for use in 
the remaindcr of the paper. Descriptions of relationships among 
the variables will be considered for tlu'ee different groupings 
of parents and Fl 's: parents and Fl'S together; parents and 
F\'s separately; and a sub-grouping of /1\ 's into constant par-
ent groups. 
As a second method of describing the relationships among 
these variables, genotypic and environmental statistics will be 
calculated from variance and covariance components. 
(2) The second phase involves a description of the inheritance 
for each variable in terms of simplified gene models. 
(3) The last phase is the integration of the genetic hypotheses 
with the previous descriptive analyses and an interpretation of 
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the behavior of the non-additive genetic effects in terms of the 
gene models. 
This study presents various procedures which may ,be used 
with this type of data. In general, the procedures depend on 
what assumptions the experimenter is prepared to make. An 
attempt is made,'therefore, to point out underlying assumptions 
whenever possible, and in case of two alternative sets of assump-
tions, the analyses and consequences are given for both. In this 
way the data are treated as an exercise and considerably more 
calculation is performed than normally ,vould be the case. 
EXAMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS USING MEAN VALUES 
ARITHMETIC RELATION"SIIIPS 
Since the arithmetic scale is so universally used, it is appro-
priate to consider, first, the relationships of the variables with 
this scale of measurement. The arithmetic means are found in 
table 1 and the joint distributions of the variables in figs. 2, 3 
and 4. ' 
TABLE. 1. ARITHMETIC MEAN PARENTAL AND F, VALUES FOR X, 
(YIELD OF RIPE FRUITS), X 2 (TOTAL NUMBER OF RIPE FRUITS) 
AND X. (AVERAGE FRUIT WEIGHT IN GRAlIIS). 
Line LINE NUMDER 
No. Trait 1 2 3 5 6 
X, 678 1198 1681 2523 2052 2456 
1 X2 1287 1187 1201 661 612 561 
X. .5 1.0 1.4 3.8 4.2 4.4 
X, 921 1437 1824 1953 2320 
2 X. 358 442 226 188 155 
X. 2.6 3.2 8.1 10.3 14.9 
X, 1144 2539 2409 2265 
3 X. 260 212 B3 139 
X. 4.4 12.0 12.5 16.3 
X, 1628 2683 2341 
4 X, 50 60 32 
X. 32.7 45.0 73.2 
X, 1996 2452 
5 X 2 41 36 
X. 49.1 67.3 
X, 2253 
6 X. 16 
X. 142.6 
The following points may be deduced from the tables and 
graphs: 
(1) The parents and Pl's exhibit a tremendous range of varia-
tion in all variables. This is particularly true in number of ripe 
fruits and average fruit weight. 
(2) Considerable heterosis is expressed in the FI yields. How-
ever, there is little evidence of heterosis in the components of 
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Fig. 2. (upper right) Arithmetic relationship between number of fruits and 
fruit weight for parents and .b,,·s. . 
Fig. 3. (upper left) Arithmetic relationship between yield and fruit wCig-ht 
for parents and F,·s. . 
Fig. 4. (below) Arithmetic relationship between yield and number of 
fruits for parents and F,·s. 
yield. The Fl values for number of fruit are, in general, inter· 
mediate between the parents, and for fruit. weight the F .. 's are 
less than the mid parental values in most instances. 
(3) From figs. 2, 3 and 4, each of which includes all parents 
~md F/s, it is evident that the relationships on the arithmetic 
scale are curvilinear. Curvilinearity is part.icularly evident in 
the relationship existing between variables X 2 (number of fruits) 
and X3 (fruit weight). As a result, only 28.6 percent of the 
variance of X 2 is attributable to the regression of X~ on X a, 
and 71.4 percent. of the variation is due to deviatiolls from reo 
gression. Thc linear regression relating the two variables on this 
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scale has little meaning. I,ikewise, with the arithmetic scale, 
linear representations of the joint distributions between var-
iables Xl (yield) and X 2 (number of fruit) as one pair, and 
between Xl (yield) and X3 (fruit weight) as the other pair, are 
inadequate for exact descriptive purposes. Only 11.7 percent 
of the variation of the dependent variable is accounted for by 
the lincar regression coefficient for variables Xl and X~, and 
only 24.6 percent in the case of variables Xl and X 2 • Deviations 
from regression aeeount for the remainder, namcly 88.3 percent 
for variables Xl and X3 and 75.4 percent for Xl and X 2 • Obvi-
ously, such linear descriptions are of little value. 
Since linear relationships are desirable, a different scale of 
measurement is needed-one which will make possible a rea-
sonably accurate description of relationships in linear form. 
LOGARI'l'H:llIC HELATIONSHIl'S 
Volumetric increase in the size of an organ over a period of 
tlmc is usually described best by an exponential function. In 
this study, various scales were tried not only for fruit size 
but also for number of fruits. '1'he one which fitted the variables 
most adequately was the simple logarithmic scale. 
In table 2 arc presented the mean logarithmic values for the 
three variables under study. The individual plant data were 
transformed to logarithms and the values in table 2 arc the 
means of the individual logarithmic values. The standard errors 
for those means are also included. 
The use of logarithms converts the IDultiplicatiye relationship 
of the variables Xl = X 2 Xa into an additive one, log Xl = 
log X 2 + log Xa. Note that log X3 values were coded by adding 
1.0000 to the logarithms in order to avoid neg'ative values. To 
simplify notation, the subscript .is placed before the variable to 
indicate that the scale us~d is logarithmic, i.e., iX = log X,. 
Since thc yalue of 1.Y is completely determined by the values 
of 2X and aX (i.e. lX = 2X + 3X), it is possible to calculate 
all statistics relating the variables from the variances of 2X and 
3X and the covariance of 2X and ,.Y. This ma~· hc illustrated in 
t he following formulas: 
(a) Variances 
varIance of 2X 
0'/ variance of 3X 
0'12 variance of lX 
or 
0'1 2 = 0'2 2 + 0'32 + 2P23 0'2 0'3 
where P23 is the cOl'l'elation coeffieiellt between 2X and 3X .. 
(b) CoYal'iances. 
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P23 112 113 = covariance of 2X and sX 
1122 + P2S 112 I1s = covariance of 1X and 2X 
1132 + P23 112 11~ = covariance of 1X and sX 
(c) Simple correlation coefficients 
P23 = simple correlation coefficient between 2X and sX. 
0"2+ P23 0"3 P12= --------
V 0"22+ 0"32+ 2 P23 0"2 O"a 
(d) Partial correlation coefficients 
P1N = +1.0 
PIS •• = +1.0 
(e) Simple regression coefficients 
f323 = regression coefficient of 2X on 3X 
f332 = regression coefficient of 3X on 2X 
The first SUbscript is used to denote the dependent variable 
and the second, the independent variable, i.e. 
X;= Xi+~ij(Xj- Xj) 
~ _ 0"22 + P23 0"2 O"a 
21- 0"22+O"a2 + 2P23 0"2 O"a 
Q _ 0"32 + P23 0"2 0"3 
1-'31- 0"22 + 0"32 + 2 P2a 0"2 0"3 
(f) Partial regression coeffieicnts 
f312'3 = +1.0 f31N = +1.0 
(g) Standard partial regression coefficients 
0"2 , 0"3 {3~2' a = {313.2 = -::=~::::::=:== V 0"22+O"a2+2p23 0"2 0"3 V 0"22+0"32+2p23 0"2 u.3 
In a closed system such as this, the multiple correlation co-
efficient is equal to one: R2 = 1 = [3'12'3 P12 + [3' 13'2 P13 (1) 
and since 
P12 [3' 12·3 + P23 f3' 13'2 (2) 
and 
PIS = [3'13'2 + P23 [3'12'3 (3) 
cquation (1) may be written in the form 
1 = ~'l203 ({3'l203 + P2a{3'l3-2) + {3' 1a·2 ({3' 1302 + P23{3' 1203) . ( 4) 
or 
,1 = {{3't2.a}2+ {{3'la'212+2p23~'t203~'13'2 (5) 
It has been suggested that one can determine the relative 
contribution of 2X and sX to IX from the relationship sho,Vn 
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in equation (1). This is true only if P23 = 0, (or in the special. 
ea/:;es of P23 = +1.0 or P23 = -1.0). If P23 =F 0, then P12 COll-
tains some effect of /3'13'2, see equation (2), and P13 contains 
some effect of f3' 12-3' If P23 = 0, then P12 = f3' 12·3 and PiS = [3'13'2 
and equation (1) becomes P12 2 + P13 2 = 1. If no correlation 
exists between the independent variables, the relative impor-
tance of each (expressed as a fraction) in determining the 
dependent variable is merely the square of the simple correla-
tion between it and the dependent variable. However, if P23 has 
some value other than zero or one, a portion of the variance of 
lX is determined by 2X and aX jointly in a way which cannot 
be ascribed logically to either nor partitioned between them. 
UELA1'IONSHIl'S FOR l'AltEN'l'S AND F\'s GROUPED '.fOGE'l'HER 
The mean logarithmic parental and F1 values are given in 
table 2 ; scatter diagrams are found in figs. 5, 6,7 and 8; regres-
sion and correlation coefficients are presented in table 3. In 
fig. 8, the regressions of 2X {log (number of fruit)} on 3X 
{log (fruit weight)} and 1X {log (yield)} on 3X {log (fruit 
weight)} are included in the same figure. The values of 3X are 
decoded and merely added to the values of 2X to give 1X. The 
composition of yield in terms of the components can now be 
observed easily for all parents and F1 'so 
TABLl·; 2. LOGARITHMIC MEAN PAltENTAL AND F, VALUES FOR IX"" 
LOG (YIELD), ,X=LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS) AND .X= 
LOG (AVERAGE FltUIT WEIGHT IN GRAMS). 
l~ine LINE NUMIlER 
No. Trait 3 4 5 6 
,X 2.8069 3.0674 3.2167 3.3979 3.3988 3.3831 
1 ,X 3.0933 3.0614 3.0698 2.8161 2.7789 2.7413 
oX .7136 1.0060 1.1469 1.5818 1.6199 1.6418 
,X 2.9453 3.1441 3.2686 3.2762 3.3574 
2 .X 2.5383 2.6366 2.3611 2.2647 2.1857 
.X 1.4070 1.5075 1.9075 2.0115 2.1717 
,X 3.0428 3.3996 3.3754 3.3-112 
3 .X 2.4044 2.3213 2.2802 2.1335 
oX 1.6384 2.0783 2.0952 2.2107 
,X 3.1964 3.4196 3.3618 
4 ,X 1.6852 1. 7687 1.4990 
"X 2.511~ ~.6509 2.8628 
,X 3.2890 3.3785 
,X 1.5993 1.5528 
aX 2.6897 2.8257 
,X 3.342i 
6 .. x 1.1909 
;X 3.1518 
S.E. of Means lX=.032-i 
with 100 drs. ,X=.0306 
.X=.0376 
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Fig. 5. (upper left) Relationship between log (yield) and log (number 
of fruits) for parents and F,'S. 
Fig. 6. (upper right) Relationship between log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight) for parents and F,'s, 
Fig. 7. (lower left) Relationship between log (number of fruits) and log 
(fruit weight) for parents and F,'s. 
Fig. 8. (lower right) Relationship between log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight) and log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight) for parents 
and F,'s. 
The linear representation of the joint distribution of pairs 
of these variables is more exactly exhibited by use of the log-
arithmic rather than the arithmetic seale. For example, on the 
logarithmic scale, the linear regression coefficient of 2X on 3X 
accounts for 94.6 percent of the variation of the dependent var-
iable, whereas on the arithmetic seale, the regression coefficient 
accounts for only 28.6 percent. Still more exact relationships 
can be demollstrated by subdividing this over-all group of meallS 
into two sets, one containing the parents, and the other con-
taining all of the ]j\ 'so 
RELATIONSIIII'S AMONG THE l'AREXTS 
From the statistics in table 3 and from the scatter diagtams 
in figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, it is clear that the parents exhibit exact 
linear relationships for any two of the three variables under con-
sideration. In fact, the relationships demonstrated by the pa1'-
TABLE 3. STATISTICS Al\IONG VARIABLES ,X = LOG (YIELD), ,X = LOG (NUMBER OF RIPE FRUIT), AND .X' 
= LOG (FRL'IT'VEIGHT) FOR VARIOUS GROUPINGS OF PAHENTS AND F,'s, AND COMPONENTS ·OF F" 
SBIPLE REGRESSION COEFICIENTS SIJlIPLE CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
{312 {313 {323 {321 {331 {332 PI2 PI3 P23 
(A) Parents and F,'s Grouped Tog-ether (phenotypic statistics) 
-,133 .165 -.835 -1.472 2.472 -1.133 -.442 .638 -.973 
(B) Parents Only (phenotypic statistics) 
--.290 .226 -.774 ·-3.371 4.371 -1.290 -.989 .994 -.999 
(Cl All F, Values (phenotypic statistics) 
-.106 .120 -.880 -2.384 3.384 -1.106 -.502 .636 -.987 
(D) Additive Genctic Effects: Calculated from (y) 
-.129 .12G -.875 -3.853 4.853 -1.129 -.704 .780 -.993 
(E) Non-Additive Genetic Effects: Calculated frolll (8; i) 
.512 -.533 -1.533 1.495 - ..195 - .488 .875 -.514 -.865 
(F) Statistics for Additive Genetic Effects Calculated from Components of Variance 
and Covariance 
-.142 .129 - .871 -5.271 6.269 -1.142 -.865 .899 -.997 
C;.:l 
C;.:l 
0'> 
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ents as a group arc much more distinct than when the parents 
and Fi's are grouped together. 
Yield of the parents is postively associated with an increase 
in size of fruits, i.e., as size of fruits increases, yield increas,es. 
However, yield is negatively associated with number of fruit: 
As number of fruits increases, yield decreases. 
lIELATIONSHIPS AlIIONG THE F,'s 
ThG regression and correlation coefficients for the Fi's as an 
entire set are given in table 3. The Fi group differs from the 
parental group in two ways: First, the simple regression coeffi-
cients, although similar in sign throughout, differ numerically. 
Second, the Fi values arc more scattered, making the lineal' 
descriptions less meaningful than those found for the parents. 
This is reflected in the lower value of their correlation coeffi-
cients as compared with those calculated for the parents. 
It is possible to demonstrate that the differences between par-
ental and Fi relationships are largely assignable to the non-
additive genetic effects of the Fi'S. To do this, we must assume 
that the Fi phenotypic values may be regarded as sums of 
genetic (additive and non-additive) and environmental effects. 
The genetic terms additive and non-additive stem from Fisher's 
work (2). Sprague and Tatum (12) coined the terms general 
and specific combining abilities and first applied these eoncepts 
to Pi material. Henderson (5) examined many ramifications of 
the procedure as it applied to various experimental designs of 
a genetic nature. The appropriate mathematical model and a 
definition of terms follow: 
where 
iFabe = ifJ- + ig" +igb + is,,b + jC"bc 
t = 1, 2, 3 (variablcs lX, 2X, and 3X) 
(/,b = 1, 2, - - -, 6 parents 
c = 1, 2, - - - , 18 plants 
jFabc is the phenotypic value of the eth plant of the Fi result-
ing from cro~sing the ath and bth parents. The jgll and jgb are 
additivc genetic contributions of the ath and bth parents. These 
we shall call thc general comhining ahility cffccts. The jS"b is 
the non-additive genetic or the specific combining ability effect, 
andicabc is the effcct due to l1n:lssigna ble variation peculiar to 
the eth plant of thc ((bth F,. The total additive contribution of 
the genes forjP,,/) is the sum iY"b =ig" +igb. 'Ve shall define 
,Yab as the additive genetic cffcct. '1'he variance associated with 
the ;g", effects is known as the gcneral combining ability var-
iance and is one-quarter of the additive gcnetic variance which 
exists among the 11\ genotypcs. 
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To estimate gIL and Sab the following formulas may be used: 
and 
8 ab = 
where 
F ... 
Oa = p(n- 2) pn(n- 2) 
Fab • 
---p 
p = number of observations for each Fl 
n = number of inbred lines 
F ab• = total of F1's having the ath and bth parents 
Fa .. orFb .. = total of Fl's having as one parent the ath (bth) 
parent 
" F ... =2:Fm .. 
m=l 
Assuming that the various sets of error clements constitute 
independent random samples from a population of such elements 
with mean of zero, the cell mean 
Ii' Fab' 
lab = -p-
provides an unbiased estimate of {,u + g" + go + SIlh}. In terms 
of expected values, E {F:,b.} = ,u + g" + gb + Sab. These expected 
cell mean valncs lead to the following line<:ll' functions in terms 
of effects: 
und 
where 
~ 1 +S 1 1 ~ 
Oa= Oa - riO· 1 n- 2 8a .- n(n- 2)8 .. f 
" 
8 a· = 2:Sai 
j=l 
i"a 
n n 
s .. = :E2:Sij . 
i j 
i"'i 
For the Ull and ;;,. to have meaning, we must define the popu 
lations from which these sample clements (g" and Sflb) arc drawn 
'fhere are at least two alternatives: (1) The set of inbred lines 
lll'ied exhausts the population of lines about which we would 
like to make inferences. 'Ve define fI< and Sab so that 
n 
l:Ym -
m=l 
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n 
o and l:Sab = 0 
b-l 
b;'a 
(for all a) to be true for this set of lines. In this case, g" and Sab 
can be estimated as can thc relationships among these effects. 
The imposition of the above restrictions allows inferences con-
cerning gil and Sub to be made only for this set of lines and 
their If\ 'so 
(2) These inbred lines may be regarded as a random sample 
from some larger population of inbreds. Then 
l:y" = 0 and l:Sab = 0 
a b 
(for all a) need not be true for the particular sample drawn, 
and difficulties arise in estimating g,L or Sub. However, the rela-
tionships which exist among Ya effects or Sub effects for two dif-
ferent variables still may be examined because the variances and 
covariances for these effects are estimable. In fact, in either of 
the ways in which the inbreds are regarded, it is possihle to 
associate certain components of the mean squares with these 
various effects. These shall be denoted as components of var-
iance in the following manner: 17/ = general " combining ability 
variance; 4ul = additive genetic variance; 17.2 = non-additiyc 
genetic variance; and ue2 = errol' variance. For details of the 
estimation procedure, see Henderson (5), Federer (1) and Kemp-
thorne (7). Estimates of these components are given in table 4. 
It is apparent. from these variance estimates that (1) for 
aX {log (fruit weight)} the genotypic variation is almost en-
tircly additive with negligible non-additive genetic effects; (2) 
for 2X {log (number of fruits)} there is an increase in the rela-
tive amount of non-additive genetic variance as compared with 
aX; (3) for lX {log (yield)} the percent of non-additive genetic 
\'ariance is higher than either of the other two variables. These 
results could be predicted from the gene models which will be 
described in a later section. 
Returning to the problem of estimating the relationships 
among these effects, consider first the case in which the lines 
used may be regarded as a random sample from a larger popula-
tion. Let E (jY",2) = iU/, which is %. of the additive genetic 
variance of the ith variable; E (jg",2) = jUg2 , which is 1/.1 of 
the additive genetic variance of the jth variable; E (iYm jgm) 
= ijIT/ whieh is %. of the additi"e genetic covariance of the 
ith and .fth variables. 
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Then the additive genetic correlation for the ith and jth var-
iables may be estimated by 
~2 
~ _ ijUg 
iiPo - ------
~ U'U;) (jO:;) 
and the additive genetic regression of jX on jX as 
~2 Q _ ojUg 
ijl-'g ---, 
~2 
jUg 
Values for the additive genetic effects alone are found in table 3. 
]'or simplicity of notation let ijPu = {:;j and .;fig = /i:;;, and 
since these statistics are listed under the heading "statistics 
calculated for additive gcnetic cffects from components of var-
iance and covariance," the" g" subscript may be dropped. 
In the more restricted case in which we are merely describing 
the relationships existing among a particular set of inbreds and 
their F\ 's, g" and Sub may be estimated directly. r1'he mean Fl 
values given in table 2 will be used for each variable. Since we 
shall consider only the overall Fl mean values, the error associat-
ed with each Fl mean Ceab.) will be absorbed into the estimate 
oi"iab • '1.'he consistent relationships which appear among the :Sub 
are thought to bc duc primarily to the non-additive genetic com-
ponent. 
Estimates of jgm are given in table 5 and {rub may be obtained 
from these by the formula irab = iVa + iab. Of particular in--
terest is the comparison of the parental relationships with those 
of the 0... (or Yab) which are estimated directly from the Fl 
means (independently of the parental values). (See table 3.) 
The close correspondence indieates that the g,1I effects exhibit 
essentially the same relationships among the variables as do the 
parents. Another method of demonstrating the association be-
tween parents and their corresponding Un values is to consider 
the joint distribution of these values and calculate the necessar~' 
correlation coefficients. These are: (1) for yield, p = +.80, 
(2) for number of fruits, p = +'{)9, and (3) for fruit weight, 
p = +.99. These facts constitute evidence that the relationships 
among parents may be approximate~ by the use of general com-
bining ability effccts if one has only the Fl data and not the 
parental values. 
Since the Fl values are composed of Yab and Sub as in the 
equation Fob = JL + Yab + ;;'b, and since the Yah effects behave 
TABLE 4. CO~IPONENTS OF THE F, PHENOTYPIC VARIANCE FOR THE THREE VARIABLES LOG (YIELD), LOG 
(NU~IBER OF FRUIT) AND LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT). 
log (yield) log (number of fruit) log (fruit weight) 
Numerical value % Numerical value % Numerical value % 
4 -;;'q (additive genetic) .017518 79.0 .650240 97.9 .852444 99.5 
'";2, (non-additive genetic) .003611 16.2 .012695 1.9 .002894. .3 
-;2. (error) .001052 4.8 .000934 .2 .001416 .2 
TABLE 5. ESTHrATES OF THE ADDITIVE GENETIC EFFECTS 
(,0, .0 AND aO) FOR VARIABLES lX, .X AND aX) 
,n .n ,0 
~ 
iU!. -.0331 .6610 -.6941 
In. -.1207 .1715 -.2922 
10. -.0291 .1544 -.1835 
~g" .0628 -.2644 .3272 
10. .0630 -.2946 .3576 
n/o .0571 -.4279 .4850 
S.E.* .0148 .0140 .0172 
·S.E. = Ci\U2• =(5/24) 0:2• 
where ell is the element of the ith row and ith column of inverse matrix. 
C>.:l 
>i'o-
I-' 
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. TABLE 6. ESTIMATES OF THE 80b EFFECTS .(18, .8, AND .8) FOR 
VARIABLES IX, .X AND aX. 
1 8ab 28 ab 38 ab 
~ 
-.0981 
-.1357 .0376 812 
8 .. -.0404 -.1103 .0699 
~ 
.0490 .0548 -.0058 8" 
8,. .0496 .0478 .0018 
~ 
8,. .0398 .1435 -.1037 
~ 
82. -.0254 -.0540 .0286 
~ 
8 .. .0072 .0893 -.0821 
8". .0146 .0231 -.0085 
820 .1017 .0774 .0243 
~ 
8 .. .0467 .0665 -.0198 
8 .. .0222 .0556 -.0334 
8 .. -.0031 .0422 -.0453 
8,. 
-.0255 -.0371 .0116 
~ 
8,. -.0774 -.1735 .0961 
~ 
8 •• --.0610 -.0895 .0285 
S.E.* .0251 .0237 .0292 
• S.E. 
~2 3 ~2 
- C" u. = 5' u. 
where Cii .is the element of the ith row ana the jth column of the inverse 
matrix. 
essentially as do the parents, it is apparent that the ;',b effects 
are responsible for the' difference between Fl and parental rela-
tionships. 
Estimates of the iSab effects are given in table 6 and the 
statistics in table 3. The behavior of these clements differs from 
the behavior of the parents or the additive genetic effects in 
the following ways: 
(a) The simple regression coefficient (fi23) , although of the 
same negative sign, is greater in the case of the non-additive 
genetic effec~s than in the case of the additive gcnetic cffects. 
(b) The relationships of IX {log (yield)} and its component 
variables for the estimates ;',b are the reverse of thosc found with 
the y;,b effects. (These differences in the behavior of the additive 
and non-additive genetic effects can be clarified when the gene 
models for the three variables are considered.) 
(c) The relationships are lcss distinct with :;;,b than with Y"b. 
Some of this scattering may be due to the fact that the random 
error is absorbed into the estimates of' Sf/b. The influence of the 
error effect on the behavior of the -:;"b can be evaluated by com· 
paring the error correlations calculated from the basic analyses 
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of variances and covariances with the correlations involving the 
;;,b clements. The errol' correlation coefficients as given in table 
11 arc l;re = + .923, ~3Pe = + .332, and 23Pe = - .055. Since 
the correlation coefficient between variables :Sob and 3;;'0 is 
23(;8 = - .865, and the corresponding error correlation coefficient 
is esselitially zero, it is valid to assume that the definite negative 
relations'hip of (2-;ab, 3;;;0) elements is due to non-additive genetic 
factors. Likewise, since 13r. = - .514, even though 13Pe = +.332, 
the relationship can be ascribed mostly to non-additive genetic 
factors. Further, since the genetic components are the determin-
in3 factors in 1;;;. and 23(;0, it is logical to assume the same for 
12P •• 
It is now possible to show exactly how the additive and non-
additive genetic effects combine to give the statistics calculated 
from the l!\ phenotypic values given in table 3. The phenotypic 
statistics may be expressed as functions of Yah and ;ab. For ex-
ample, the phenotypic correlation between variables 2X and 3X 
may be written as follows: 
L: 2;;;ab • 3;;;ab + L: 2S ab • 38ab 
atb a,b 
23P = ------
~ ( L: 2;;;~b + 1: 2S~b ) ( L: 3;;;~b + L: 3S~b) 
- 3.747 - .060 
------
v'(3.320 + .1.-23) (4.284 +.039) 
= - .987 
The simple regression coefficients may be expressed as: 
32{3 =-----
L: 2;;;ab • 3;;;ab + L: 2S ab • 38ab 3 747 060 
-----= -. -. = -1 106 
3.320 + .123 . 
Jt is clear that the Fl phenotypic statIstICS are largely deter-
mined by the additive genetic clements with slight variations 
introduced by the non-additive genetic effects. 
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The main problem thus far has been describing as exactly 
as possible, in linear form, the relationships existing between 
the three variables, yield, number of fruits, and fruit weight. 
Starting with the arithmetic data which exhibited curvilinear 
relationships, improvement was first obtained by choosing a 
scale of measurement on which the relationships were linear. 
'1'11e next step was to organize the experimental material into 
more homogeneous sub-groups. The first grouping isolated the 
parents as one set and all of the ]1\ 's as another. This accom-
plished two objectives: It allowed the exact relationships of' the 
parents to become evident, and it allowed a contrast of the Fl 
celationships with those of the parents. An analysis of the addi-
tive and non-additive genetic components of the Fl values made 
possible an exact demonstration of the relative contribution of 
these effects to the Fl phenotypic statistics. 
The next procedure is to obtain as exact relationships among 
1he FI'S as possible by grouping them into more homogeneous 
subsets such as constant parent groups. (A constant parent 
group consists of all F\ 's having one parent in common.) 
CONSTAN'r PARENT Gnoups QJj' PI'S 
There arc six· constant parent gronps, one for each of the 
six parents. The relationships and statistics for each group are 
given in figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, ]3 and 14, and in table 7. Only figures 
showing relationships of IX {log (yield)} and 2X {log (number 
of fruit)} on 3X {log (frnit weight)} are given. Thus, the most 
important relation, that between 2X and 3X, is shown, and by 
including the IX-2X relationships, the synthesis of yield by 2X 
and 3X can be demonstrated. In these figures the parental values 
are included so that the FI'S may be contrasted directly with 
their parents. The following points may be observed: 
1. By, grouping the PI'S into constant parent groups, the 
relationships obtained are less scattered than are those 
found when a1111\ 's are considered together. 
2. If for each constant parent gronp, the Fl values involving 
only variables 2X and 3X are cOllsidered, these P l values 
in all sets lie to the right of' the parental regression line. 
The linear regression fitted to anyone of the sets of FI 
values, therefore, lies to the right of the parental regres-
sion line and may differ from the parental regression in 
both position and slope. The most important feature of 
the ]1\ regressions is the definite and consistent trend of 
the slopes. 
The relationships exhibited by the various subsets of PI'S are 
diffel'ent from those of the parents hecause of the non-additive 
genetic effects. An interpretation of these differences in terms 
of gene models will follow the next section. 
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Fig. 9. (upper left) Relationships between [log (yielU) and log (fruit 
weight)] and [log (numbel' of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all parents 
and constant parent group No. 1. 
Fig. 10. (upper right) Relationships between [log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight)] and [log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all par-
ents and constant parent group No.2. 
Fig. 11. (center left) Relationships between ,[log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight)] and [log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all par-
ents and constant parent group No.3. 
Fig. 12. (center right) Relationships between [log (yield) and log (fruit 
weIght)] and [log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all par-
ents and constant parent group No.4. 
Fig. 13. '(lower left) Relationships between [log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight)] and [log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all par-
ents and constant parent group No.6. 
Fig. 14. (lower right) Relationships between [log (yield) and log (fruit 
weight)] and [log (number of fruits) and log (fruit weight)] for all par-
ents and constant parent group No.6. 
TABLE 7. PHENOTYPIC STATISTICS Al\IOXG THE VARIABLES ,X (YIEI,D). 2X (KUl\1BER OF RIPE FRUIT), AND 
oX (FRUIT 'WEIGHT) FOR THE F,'s OF EACH CONSTANT PAREKT GROUP. 
Constant SIMPLE REGRESSIO)i COEFFICIENTS SDIPLE CORRELATION 
Parent COEFFICIENTS 
Group 
/312 /313 /323 /321 /331 {332 P12 P13 P23 
112.1 -.840 .480 - .520 - .980 1.980 -1.840 -.970 .975 -.978 00 
,j:.. 
en 
N~. 2 -.314 .242 - .758 -2.981 3.981 -1.314 -.967 .981 -.998 
N •• 3 -.215 .199 - .801 -2.454 3.454 -1.215 -.726 .829 -.986 
N!.4 -.010 .023 - .977 - .782 1. 782 -1.010 -.090 .202 -.994 
112.5 -.017 .029 - .971 -1.310 2.310 -1.017 -.150 .259 -.994 
112.6 .005 - .004 -1.004 4.744 -3.743 - .995 .147 -.117 -.9995 
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EXAMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS USING VARIANCE AND 
COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
Heretofore, calculations based on the parental and Fl mean 
values have allowed the examination of phenotypic, additive 
genetic and non-additive genetic relationships for the three var-
iables. Genotypic and environmental regression and correlation 
coefficients will now be estimated using variance and covariance 
components from the analyses of variance and covariance of the 
experimental data. The mathematical models and their under-
lying assnmptions are given below. 
Foi' a two-way classification with interaction, the following 
model for the ith variable is assumed: 
.Xkl'" = ;p. + .hk + .,,! + ihrkl + .eklm 
where 
i = 1,2,3 (traits) 
k = 1,2, ... 21 (genotypes) 
l = 1,2, ... 6 (replications) 
1lL = 1,2,3 (plants per plot) 
jXkll1j is the phenotypic value of the mth plant of the kth geno-
type in the lth replication; il'- is the additive constant which is 
commpn to all observations; ;71k is the genotypic effect of the 7.:th 
genotype; ;1'1 is the lth replication effect; ;711'/a is the effect com-
mon to observations of both the kth genotype and the lth repli-
cation; and ;ekl", is the unassignable variation effect pcculiar to 
the klmth observation. 
The assumptions underlying the model may be stated as fol-
lows: 
1. The phenotypic values are sums of independent effects. 
2. The set illk represents a random sample from a population 
of genotypic clements with mean of zero and variancc 0'2h • 
3. The distributional properties of the replication effects need 
not be specified. 
4. The sets (ilt"kl for each k 01' l) constitute indepcndent ran-
dom samples drawn from a population with mean of zero 
and variance of 0'2hr • This component actually includes 
plot errors and cnvironmcntal-gcnotypic interactions. 
5. The sets (iCkl"l for each kl classification) are independent 
random samples from a popUlation of such elements with 
mean of zero and variance 0'2 • • These errors, then, consti-
tute the deviations of plant values from plot means. 
6. The error elements are normally distributed. 
Estimating the variances 0'2/a, 0'2/lr and 0'2. is the foremost 
problem. 
If two variables, iXkl", and ;Xk1m, described in model form as 
above, are considered jointly, covariances may be defined in 
terms of expectations. F.irst, consider the mathematical models 
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TABLE 8. EXPECTATIONS OF MEAN SQUARES AND MEAN CROSS 
PRODUCTS FOR ANALYSES OF VARIANCES AND COVARIANCE. 
A. Analysis of variance with expectation of the mean squares for the 
ith variable. . 
Source of variation d/8 Expectation of mean squares 
Bet replications 5 
,0'2 e 3 i 0'2"r 18i 0'2" Bet varieties 20 + + 
Error bet plots (R x V) 100 ,0'2 e + 3iC!2"r 
Bet plants within plots 252 i0'2 e 
B. Analysis of eo variance with expectation of the mean cross-products for 
the ith and jth variables. 
Source of variation 
Bet replica tions 
Bet varieties 
Error bet plots (R x V) 
Bet plants within plots 
d/8 
5 
20 
100 
252 
Expectation of mean cross products 
iJ0'2. + 3iJ0'2hr + 18ij0'2" 
ij0'2. + 3ij0'2hr 
i}(12. 
for the ith and jth variables measured on the same plant to be 
as follows: 
iXklm =iP. +i 7l k + i 1'1 + ;7I1"kl + i(Jkl". 
jX'klnl = jp. + jhk + j1', + jhl"u + jekhn • 
It is assumed that the terms within each of these two equa-
tions are uncorrelated. However, the following covariances are 
not assumed to be zero: E (.h k jhk ) = ijU2h 
E (;7I1'kl • jh1'kl) = iJU2Jir E (ieklm j(Jkllll) = ijU2• 
The expectations of the mean squares and the cross products 
for the analyses of variances and eovariances are given in 
table &. Genotypic correlations between the ith and .1th variables 
may be estimated by the use of components of analyses of var-
iances and covarianees as follows: 
~2 . 
iiP" 
_ _ __ ii!!l!-__ 
~ u;;n (;;;~) 
In like manner, correlations can be obtained for allY other set 
of components. Of particular interest arc the "environmental" 
(error) correlations which are estimated by: 
HP, 
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TABLE 9. MEAN SQUARES AND :ilIEAN CROSS-PHODUC']'S FOR THE 
VARIOUS SOURCES OF VARIATION INVOLVING VARIABLES 
lX=LOG (YII~LD), .X=LOG (NU~IBl!}R OF FRUITS) 
AND aX=LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT). 
,X .X aX 
Replication .09951 .04338 .06823 
Varieties .51170" -.75352** 1.28636" 
,X Rx V .01894" .01693" .0025,1'-
Error .00198 .00,135 .00064 
Replication .02839 .02126 
Varieties 5.66662" -6.34637" 
.X RxV .01682" .00075" 
Error .00416 - .00010 
Replication .07654 
Varieties 7.60402"* 
aX RxV .02549--
Error .00075 
•• Highly significant (P < .01) . 
This correlation measures the assodation between the effects 
iC/;/.nt and jCklln . It indicates the extent to which an environmental 
effect, peculiar to the klmth plant and causing the effect iCkl,n 
in iX/"", also tends to cause the effect jCklm in jX/am . 
'l'he genotypic regression coefficient of the ith on the jth 
variable is estimated as 
~2 
~ ij(Jh 
ii(3h = ---, 
~2 
j(Jh 
and the environmental regression coefficient of the ith on the jth 
variable is estimated as 
To simplify notation we shall nse iiPh Pii and iijh, f3ij . 
classifying these statistics under genotypic statistics, and lire = Pii and i//ie = jiij , classif?ing these under environmental 
statistics. 
Table 9 gives the mean sqnares and cross products for var-
iables lX {log (yield)}, 2X {log (number of fruit)} and 3X {log 
(fruit weight)} for various sources of variation. Estimates of 
components of variance and covariance may be obtaincd by 
equating observed mean sqnares and prodncts with the expected 
values expressed as componcnts. 
Table 10 gives the components of analyses of variance for 
variables lX, 2X and aX in percentages. The genotypic com-
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ponent is by far the largest component for all variables. "Herit-
ability in the broad sense" is merely 
u~ + u; + U~r + u; 
which is the percentage listed under:;\ and is exceptionally high 
for 2X and aX. Thus .;;\, ;;\r and :;2e are all negligible in com-
parison with :;2" for variables 2X and 3X. 
Correlation and regression coefficients calculated from com-
ponents are given in tables 11 and 12. These statistics are based 
TABLE 10. C01lfPONgNTS OF ANALYSIS OF VAHIANCE IN PERCENT-
AGE FOR VARIABLES LOG (YIELD), LOG (NUlIIBER OF 
FRUITS) AND LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT). 
Components of analysis of variance in pereentage 
Variable (genotypic (replica tion (In temction (error 
var) var) var) var) 
a-2h u2 r U2hT u2 e 
log (~'ield) 
log (number of fruit) 
log (fruit weight) 
71.5 
97.3 
97.7 
3.3 
o 
.2 
12.2 
1.3 
1.9 
13.0 
1.4 
.2 
TABLl!: 11. SIlIIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON C01l1-
PONENTS OF YARIANCE AND COVARIANCE FOR VAR-
IABLES ,X=LOG (YIELD). ,X= LOG (NUMBER OF 
FRUITS) AND .X=LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT) .. 
Genotypic cort'elation coefficients 
Environmental correlatibn coefficients 
PI2 
-.462 
.923 
PI3 
.664 
.332 
P23 
-.070 
-.055 
~'ABLE 12. SLMPLE REGRESSION COE\<'FICIENTS BASED ON CO~I­
PONBNTS OF VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE FOn VAR-
IABLES ,X=LOG (YIELD). 2X=LOG (NUMBER OF 
FRUITS) AND .X=LOG (FRUIT ·WEIGHT). 
~12 ff13 ~23 {321 ff31 {332 
Genotypic regression 
.169 -.838 -1.564 2.605 -1.123 coefflclen ts -.136 
EnVironmental regression 
coeffieien ts .976 .853 -.136 .873 .128 - .023 
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on analyses involving all genotypes, and therefore the com-
parison of genotypic statistics calculated from components should 
be made with those statistics calculated from mean values for 
the first grouping, in 'which parents and all Pl's were considcred 
together (table 3). The component statistics are in remarkably 
close agreement with those calculated from means. This is true 
even though the statistics calculated from parental and P l mean 
values are IJhenotypic statistics and the component regression 
und correlation coefficients are genotypic statistics. 
In interpreting the genotypic statistics it is necessary to define 
the population of genotypes for which valid inferences may be 
made. In an experiment of this kind in which the experimental 
material includes a set of lines and all possible crosses ot' these 
lines, the genot.ypes are not all uncorrelated. The F\ genotypes 
are correlated with those of their parents, and genotypes of PI'S 
having one parent in common are correlated. Therefore, we 
must regard the relationships determined from this partieular 
experiment as estimates of relationships which exist in a popu-
lation of P-F't sets from which our experimental material is 
u random sample. 
Biological implications of the environmental and genotypic 
relationships will be discussed in the last section. 
CONSTRUCTION OF GENE MODELS, 
In order to formulate a genetic hypothesis in terms of indi·· 
vidual gene action to expluin the genotypic difference between 
two parents for a particular characteristic, it must be possible 
to identify certain genotypes in segregating generations. How-
ever, the necessary genotypes can rarely be identified in quan-
titative inheritance, and an exact genetic solution is difficult to 
obtain. 
, The above may be more clearly understood by considering the 
following statements, which concern the nature of genetic and 
environmental effects for a typical" quantitative" characteristic. 
1. A large number of gene pairs are involved, and with dif-
ferent pairs ot' parents, different subsets of these genes 
are involved. 
2. In most instanees, a considerable proportion of the geno-
typic variability is due to gene effects which individually 
are small and therefore difficult to measure and identify. 
3. Undoubtedly the genes have diverse functions and inter-
actions. 
4. The expression of a variable is usually influenced COll-
siderably by environmental effects, thus blurring geno-
typic differences. 
Since un exact single gene analysis is for the most part im-
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possible, the next best approach is to represent the complex 
genetic phenomenon in terms of simplified gene models, realiz-
ing that such models at best will only approximately describe 
the overall gene action. The various multiple-factor and poly-
genic hypotheses encountered in the literature are examples of 
this approach. In some cases the gene models will "fit" the data 
quite well and in others, not so well. For example, the eom-
ponents of yield (2X and aX) can be adequately described with 
a model having additive loci effects together with a certain de-
gree of dominance, whereas yield itself cannot consistently be 
so described. One must be very cautious in drawing inferences 
regarding the nature of true gene action from gene models. The 
nat1we of individual gene effects cannot be ascertained 1tnless 
these effects can be identified completely. 
For each of the variables in this study the simplest type of 
model which incorporates the following conditions will be used: 
(1) the loci effects are additive on the logarithmic scale of mea-
surement; (2) the contribution of the ith locus is as follows: 
iliA. = 2di Aia'i = d. (1+h) aia. = 0; (3) for a particular 
variable the dominance value (h) is constant for all gene pairs. 
Neither the number of gene pairs contributing to the genotypic 
difference between any two parents nor the magnitude of the 
gene effect (d;) need be specified. 
Although this model can accommodate any degree of dom-
inance, it does not take into consideration between-loci inter-
action. For this reason, it is desirable to choose a scale on which 
snch effects are minimized. However, it is difficult if not im-
possible to evaluate the relative eontribution of between-loci 
interaction. One solution is to choose a scale on which the non-
additive genetic variance as a proportion of the total variance 
is as small as possible. Sinee non-additive genetic contributions 
may be due to both dominanee and between-loci interaction, 
tllis method does not evaluate either alone. However, choosing 
a scale on which the non-additive effects arc a minimum will 
certainly lead to a more exact representation of the inheritance 
schemes by the simple gene models proposed in this study. 
Since it was found that the non-additive genetic variances 
were, in general, small with the logarithmic scale, we shall 
assume that the genotypic differences for each variable can be 
represented by. a gene model which specifies that loci effects are 
additive on this scale. The remaining problem is merely one of 
estimating the dominancc value. . 
METHODS OF ESTIMATING DOMINANCE 
Three methods of estimating dominance are applicable. In 
order that all methods will be valid, it will be assumed that the 
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two extreme parents can be represented by two extreme geno-
types, one of which is completely recessive, the other completely 
dominant (for the genes contributing to genotypic differences 
among the parents for the characteristic concerned). 
(a) Hull (6) has devised a method of estimating a dominance 
value in the absence of between-loci interactions for the P-P, 
type of data. First, the c.p.r, (constant parcnt regression) co-
efficient is calculated for each c.p. group. This involves the 
regression of the PIon its variable parent. Next, the "second 
order" regression coefficient (b 2 ) is calculated. This represents 
the regression of the c.p.r. coefficients on the constant parent 
values. 
If all gene effects are of the same magnitude (dr = d) and 
h is constant for all loci, b2 estimates the quantity 
Since the difference between the two extreme parents gives an 
estimate of the range (2nd), it is possible to estimate the dom-
inance value as h = -b 2 (P"-P') where P" is the mean for the 
parent of greatest character expression and P' is the mean for 
the parent of least character expression. 
Table 13 gives the value of the c.p.r. coefficients for each c.p. 
group as well as the 1>2 and estimate of h values. 
(b) Another method suggested by Griffing (3) for P-F] 
data is derived from the model P abc = p.' + g'a + g'b + h'"IJ 
+ e''''Jc, Except for the fact that R {[J'b h'"b} = PUgUh, this is es-
sentially the same model which gives rise to additive and non-
additive genetic effects. 'I'he dominance value may be estimated 
from the extreme c.p. groups by a ratio of variance components, 
i.e., J-=;-(J"h 
~2 (J"u 
[under the same assumptions mentioned in method (a)]. Table 
14 gives the estimates of the IT, varianee components and" h" 
for the constant parent groups 1 and 6 . 
. (c) Potence ratios may be used to estimate the dominance 
value for the }i\ 's involving the extreme parents under the as-
sumption that a loci effects are additive, b contribution of 
genes are AiAi = 2d; Ajai = d. (1+h) aiai = 0 where all 
di>O or all di<O, c dominance effect is constant .for all gcne 
pairs and d extreme parents represent the completely dominant 
und completely recessive genotypes for all genes concerned. The 
general formula for the potence ratio of the P 1 resulting from 
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TABLE 13. CONSTANT PARENT REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR LOU 
(YIELD), LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS) AND LOG (FRUIT 
Wl<JIGHT) WHICH ARE USED TO ESTIMATE 
THE DOMINANCE VALUES (1)) • 
Constant Constant Phenotypic Genotypic Values 
Parent ' Parent c.p.r. c.p.r. (~xy)2 
Values % ~X2 %~d2y.", 
A. log (yield) 
1 2.8069 .822 .854 94.2 5.8 
2 2.9453 .521 .533 100.0 0 
'3 3.0428 .393 .401 76.1 23.9 
4 3.1964 .064 .065 83.5 16.5 
5 3.2890 .071 .073 11.5 88.5 
6 3.3427 -.005 -.005 0 0 
b; = -1.626 h= .871 
B. log (number of fruit) 
1 3.0933 .273 .274 99.5 .5 
2 2.5383 .467 .468 98.6 1.4 
3 2.4044 .475 .476 97.9 2.1 
4 1.6852 .682 .683 100.0 0 
5 1.5993 .637 .638 98.6 1.4 
6 1.1909 .815 .817 99.3 .7 
b; = -.268 h = .510 
C. log (fruit weight) 
1 .7136 .394 .395 94.9 5.1 
2 1.4070 .483 .484 100.0 0 
3 1.6384 .454 .455 99'.1 .9 
4 2.5112 .536 .537 100.0 0 
5 2.6897 .511 .512 99.4 .6 
6, 3.1518 .621 .622 99.0 1.0 
b. = .078 h =-.191 
crossing the ath and bth parents (Le., Pub) for the ith variable 
is as follows: 
-h b - iFab~ iMPab 
• a - iP m - IMP ab 
where ,Pm is either jPa or iPb whichever is of greater value. 
Table 15 gives these estimates for constant parent groups 1 
and 6. 
In all these methods the dominance value h is pstimated in 
decimal values so that: 
h = 0 represents no dominance, 
0<h<+1 represents positive partial dominance, 
-1<11<0 represents negative dominance 
-1>h or h>+1 represents overdominanee or supcr-
dominance. 
ES,!,IlIIATION OF DOMINANCE EFFECTS 
Estimation of the dominance values for each of the three 
variables from the actual data, under the aforementioned as-
TABLE 14. STATISTICS FOR CONSTANT PARENT GROUPS 1 AND 6 FOR VARIABLES LOG (YIELD), LOG (NUMBER 
OF FRUITS) AND LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT) WHICH ARE USED TO ESTIMATE THE DOMINANCE 
VALUES BY THE VARIANCE RATIO METHOD. 
Constant 
~. ~2 (i2h /'-.. (;:2. h Parent CT" rTf! prT rfIh Average h 
Group Fl 
A. log (yield) 
1 .021758 .006682 .004558 .009466 .001052 .826 
.896 6 .000253 .009017 .008397 -.018213 .001052 .965 
B. log (number of fruit) 
1 .025390 .081010 .016690 -.073244 .000934 .454 
.552 6 .262575 .097237 .040967 .123437 .000934 .649 
C. log (fruit weight) 
1 .089792 .134341 .010398 -,.056363 .001416 (-).278 (-).276 6 .260430 .165764 .012375 .080875 .001416 (-).273 
TABLE 15. ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE DOMINANCE VALUES BY METHOD OF POTI';NCE RATIOS. FOR EACH Fab 
IN THE CONSTANT PARENT GROUPS ONE AND SIX FOR THE THREE VARIABLES LOG 
(YIELD), LOG (NUlIIBER OF PRUITS) AND LOG (FRUIT WEIGHT). 
log (yield) log (number of fruit) log (fruit weight) 
1 Group 
h'2 == 2.765 
h'3 == 2.475 
hI< == 2.035 
h,s == 1.456 1". == 1.151 
h,. == 1.976 
6 Group 
h., == 1.151 
1t.2 == 1.074 
1>.3:::: 1.010 
It .. :::: 1.261 
h65 == 2.336 
h •. :::: 1.3664 
Average h == 1.671 
,. 
,hob 
,Fab - ,MPab 
,Pm - iMPab 
1 Group 6 Group 
II" == .885 h., == .630 
h13 == .932 11"" == .477 
ha == .606 h .. :::: .554 
1". == .579 I..., == .247 h,. == .630 h", == .772 
h,. == .726 ii •. == .536 
Average h == .631 
1 Group 6 Group 
11" == -.157 It61 == -.239 
h18 == -.063 h.2 == -.124 
ha == -.034 11"" == -.244 
1"5 == -.083 h.,.== .098 
10'6 == -.239 h"" == -.412 
h,. == -.115 ii •. == -.184 
Average h -.150 
~ 
01 
01 
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sumptions, will be considered in the following order: aX first, 
2X second and 1X last. 
3X {log (fruit weight)} 
From table 13, it is evident that as the c.p. values increase, 
their associated c.p.r. coefficients increase to give a fairly con-
s1stent trend from .394 to .621. With the model under con-
sideration such a trend is associated with a slight negative dom-
inance effect. The genotypic c.p.r. coefficients arc obtained by 
adjusting the variance of the parents for error in the formula 
for calculating the c.p.r. coefficient. The closeness with which 
the c.p.r. line fits the Fl values is shown by the large percent-
age of gcnotypic variance of Fl attributable to regression 
5 (~xy )2 ~ 
I ~X' ~, 
or, conversely, by the small portion of the genotypic variance 
which is due to deviations from regression 
The estimate of "h" from method a gives Ii = -.19l. 'With 
method b, Ii = -.276, and with method c, Ii = -.150. All 
three methods give fairly consistent estimates of a low negative 
dominance value. If one considers the three estimates or equal 
reliability and averages them, the overall estimate is h = - .206. 
It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that an appro-
priate gene model for aX would specify (1) a large number of 
gene pairs, the effects of which are additive on a logarithmic 
scale of measurement, and (2) an average negative dominance 
effect on the order of h = - .21. 
2X {log (fmit nmnbcl')} 
'I'he e.p.r."coefficicnts of 2X increase in value as constant par-
ent valnes decrease. This trend is not only opposite but more 
severe than found in 3X, indicating a positive dominance effect 
of considerable magnitude. The trend is consistent and the F l 
data fit the c.p.r. lines very closely. 
An estimate of the dominance value using the second order 
regression coefficient, as outlined in method a, givcs h = .510. 
Method b gives an estimate of h = .552, and method c an esti-
mate or h = .631. The arithmetic mean value of these three 
estimates is h = .564. 
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For 2X, the gene model would specify, (1) a large number of 
gene pairs, (2) logarithmic scale of measurement and (3) an 
average positive dominancc value of about h = .56. 
IX {log (yield)} 
'With yield, the c.p.r. coefficients decrease with an increase in 
thc c.p. values. '1'his is indicative of positive dominance. The 
trend is severe, indicating a high dominance value. The erratic 
behavior of the fractions of the F\ genotypic variance attrihut-
able to regression and deviations from regression is due to the 
fact that variation among the F,'S becomes progressively less 
with each c.p. gronp, if the groups arc arr'anged in the order 
from one through six . 
. The estimate of dominance using method a is h = .871; 
method b gives a similar estimate, Ii = .896. Both estimates arc 
positive but fall short of complete dominance. Gene models based 
on these values 'Would fail to predict the heterotic expression 
\"hieh obviously exists for F,'s of parents one and six. (All 
F,'S involving either parents one or six exhibit heterosis, and 
this can be accounted for only by 'overdominanee if the samc 
model and assumptions which describe 2~\' and 3X are 11sed.) 
l\Iethod c gives an overdominanee value, namely, Ii = 1.671. 
Since the three methods of estimating dominance do not give 
similar estimates, and since two of these estimates arc of little 
or no predictive value, it is apparent that the genetic complex-
ities determining yield differences cannot be represented ade-
quately by a gene model of such a 'simple nature as has been 
discussed. However, by breaking yield down into components, 
we have already noted that it is possible to adequately describe 
the inheritance at the component level. Further evidence to 
substantiate the fact. that the illheritance of yield components, 
2X and aX, may be adequately described by the models proposed 
may be summarized as follows: (1) the three methods of esti-
mating dominance give similar values j (2) the constant parent 
regression trends arc not erratic and are of a magnitUde ex-
pected as a result of the dominance estimates; (3) the Fl values 
closely fit the constant parent regression lincs as demonstrated 
by the relatively large mean squares attributable to regression; 
(4) it is possible to account for the seemingly peculiar behavior 
of the non-additive genetic effects by taking into account the 
magnitude and direction of the dominance estimates calculated 
for the variables. (Point 4 will be elaborated in the next section.) 
This, then, is an example of how a complex genetic system may 
be more accurately described at a lower level of organization. 
The gene models for these three variables also illustrate the 
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fact that the apparent existence of overdominance may depend 
upon the level of synthesis at which gene expression is being 
observed. Genes at the component level give rise to FI's inter-
mediate between parents. However, the gene effects combine in 
snch a way that their contribution to yield gives Fl values of 
greater value than either parent. 
Both Richey (11) and Powers (9) have pointed out how het-
erosis may result from the interaction between sub-traits. It is 
possible to show exactly how the dominance (as estimated by 
t he potence ratio) in the gene model for IX is determined· by 
the potence values in the gene models for 2X and 3X and by 
the relationships between the parents for these variables. Let 
us restate the general formula for the potence ratio involving 
the FI which results from crossing the ath and bth parents. For 
the ith variable the formula is 
~h - .Fab - iMPab i ab - ------iPm- iMPab 
where ;Pn• is either ;p" or,Pb whichever is of greater value. 
Assuming that for yield, IPb is of greater yield than IP", then 
the relationship existi11g among th!) parents is such that IPb will 
always have fewer but heavier fruits. The following inequalities 
hold; 2Pb<2Pa and aP"<31\. The potence value for vY as a 
function of potence and parental valnes of 2X and aX may be 
written as follows: 
Ihab = 2hab (2!a- 2MPab ) +ah"b(aPb- sMPab )' 
. (aPb-aMPab ) - (2Pa - 2MPab ) 
As a numerical cxample, consider the potence value- for IPI2, 
which is ;h12 = 2.765. This valnc may be calculated from the 
statistics of 2X and aX as follows: 
.885(.278) + (- .157) (.347) 
- = 2.765 
.347 - .278 
EXPLANATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE NON-ADDITIVE 
EFFECTS IN TERMS OF DOMINANCE ESTIMATES 
An examination of the behavior of the non-additive effects 
(;;;b) in terms of dominance estimatcs will first include a com-
parison of thc relative magnitudc ot' the non-additive genetic 
variances for each variable with the relative magnitude of the 
dominance effects estimatcd for each gene model. Table 4 gives 
the components of the PI variances, .~~\, -;;28 and ;2. in terms of 
percentage. aX {log (fruit weight)} has the smallest -;;28 frac-
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tion of the total variance and also the smallest dominance esti-
mate, h = - .21. ;28 for 2X {log (number of fruit)} is rela-
tively larger, corresponding closely to the larger dominance 
value of 2X, (h = .56). -;;28 has the greatest relative value in 
the case of IX {log (yield)} and this is to be expected from the 
most plausible dominance estimate h = 1.671 (assuming the 
inheritance of yield may he represcnted by the simplied gene 
model described earlier). Thus, a close correspondence exists 
between the relative magnitudes of the non-additive genetic 
effects and the estimated dominance values. 
In an earlier section, it was demonstrated that the relation-
ships exhibited by various F\ groups diffcred from those of the 
parents because of' the behavior of the non-additive genetic 
component of the 11\ values. The behavior of the effects will now 
be considered and interpreted as a logical consequence of the 
relative magnitude and the positive or negative nature of the 
dominance effects associated with the gene models for the var-
iables. 
(a) Although of the same negative sign, the regression cocffi-
cient (#23) for variables 2X and 3X was greater in value for the 
non-additive genetic than for the additive genetic component, i.e., 
2~fj" = -1.53 and 23/3y = - .87. Interpreted in terms of dom-
inance, thh! is the result of the fact that the dominance value is 
positive for 2X and negat ive for :lX. 
(b) The additive genetic effects, ;YUb (fruit weight) were found 
to be positively correlateu with lY(lb although negatively corre-
Inteu with 2Y"b. 'l'he opposite was tl'ue in the ease of the Sub 
effects. This reversal of relationships ean be interpreted eaRily 
by the proposed gene models. The dominance estimate associat-
ed with 2X (ii, = .56) is much larger than the dominance esti-
mate associated with 3.1:" (ii, = -.21). The relatively large dom-
inance value of 2X is more effective in determining the dom-
inanee vahle for lX than is the relativel.\, small uominance effect 
ofaX: The exact determination of I1i"b from 2hllb and 371ab was 
presented earlier. 
STATIS'l'ICAL ANALYSIS OF UNIT 2 
In Unit 2 the variable, number of fruit, is partitioned into 
the constituent characters, numhcr of clusters and number of 
fruits per cluster. These sub-traits bear a multiplicative rela-
tiollship when measured with the arithmetic scale and on an 
individual plant basis. 
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CHOICE OF SCALE OF MEASUREMENT 
The relationships among the three variables will be considered 
first with the arithmetic scale of measurement and then with 
the logarithmic scale. Reasons for choosing the logarithmic scale 
for the remaining analyses will then be given. 
The arithmetic mean parental and Fl values are listed in table 
16. Eaeh mean is calculated from 18 individual plant obser-
vations. On an individual plant basis, the equation X 2 = X 4X n 
holds; however, with arithmetic mean values, this equation does 
not hold. POl' example, consider the measurements on the jtll 
plant to be X 2 j, X 4j and X Gj ; then X 2j = X 4j X fi j, whereas 
.Y2. =1= X 4.XG• (where 
Xi' = J:.. I:Xii 
n j 
i = 2,4 and 5, and j = 1,2, ... n plants). Linear regression and 
correlation coefficients for the parental and }\ means grouped 
TABLE 16. ARITHMETIC MEAN P."RENTAL AND 1"1 VALUgS FOR X, 
(TOTAL NUl\mER OF RIPE l!'RUITS). X. (NUMBER OF 
CLUSTEHS BEARING RIPE FRUIT) AND X. (NUl\[-
BER OF l!'RUITS PER CUJSTER). 
Line LIN~: NUMUER 
No. Trait 1 2 3 4 5 6 
X, 1287 l187 1201 661 612 561 
1 X. 133.5 13,IA 129.1 77.5 93.5 81.7 
X. 10.5 9.'1 9.7 8.7 8.4 7.G 
X, 358 442 226 188 155 
2 X 4 66.8 84.0 45.1 39.7 35.6 
X. 5.6 6.0 5.0 5.6 4.7 
X, 260 212 193 139 
3 X. 41.7 37.3 32.0 28.1 
Xc. 6.2 5.7 6.2 5.2 
X" 50 60 32 
4 X. 13.4 13.0 8.7 
X. 3.9 4.9 3.5 
X, . 41 36 
5 X. 8.9 9.7 
X. 5 ., 4.2 
X, 16 
6 X. 6.1 
X. 2.6 
TABLE 17. LINEAR REGRESSION AND CORREI,ATION COEFFIClJ~N'rS 
FOR PAREN'rS AND F , 's GROUPl~D TOGETHER 
/3 .. ::::: 9.220 
/3,,:::: .102 
p",:::: .972 
WITH ARl'rHl\Il<JTIC DATA. 
/32. = 176.700 
/3.2 = .005 
.938 
(3.. = 18.374 
'fj' .. = .047 
p..::::: .. 952 
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Fig. 15. (upper left) Arithmetic relationships between number of fruits 
and number of clusters for parents and F,'s, 
Fig, 16 (upper right) Arithmetic rclationships between number of fruits 
and number of fruits pel' cluster for parents and F,'s, 
Fig. 17. (below) Arithmetic relationships between numbcr' of clusters and 
number of fruits pel' cluster for parents and F,'s, 
together are given ill table 17. Scatter diagrams illustrating the 
relationships arc found in figures 15, 16 and 17. 
The logarithmic mean parental and P l valnes arc listed in 
ta bIe 18. Linear regression and correlation coefficients are given 
in table 19, and figures 18, 19 and 20 illustrate the relationships 
among the three variables on this scale of measurement. The 
multiplicative relation (X2 = X 4Xr.) on the arithmetic scale 
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TABLE 18. LOGARITHMIC l\IgAN PARENTAL AND F, VALUES FOR 
,X=LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS), ,X=LOG (NUl\IBI£R OF 
CLUSTI£HS) AND oX=LOG (PUMBER OF FRUITS 
P!~R CLUSTr~R). 
Line LINE NUMBER 
No. '.rrait 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.X 3.0933 3.0611 3.0698 2.8161 2.7789 2.7413 
1 ,X 2.0989· 2.1193 2.1010 1.8798 1.9322 1.8744 
oX .9944 .9421 .9688 .9363 .8467 .8669 
oX 2.5383 2.6366 2.3611 2.2647 2.1857 
2 .X 1.7985 1.8994 1.6564 1.5403 1.5404 
oX .7398 .7372 .7047 .7244 .6453 
2X 2.4044 2.3213 2.2802 2.1335 
3 ,X 1.6121 1.5620 1.4885 1.4297 
oX .7923 .7593 .7917 .7038 
.X 1.6852 1.7687 1.4990 
4 .X 1.1136 1.1055 . .9278 
oX .5716 .6632 .5712 
oX 1.5993 1.5528 
5 ,X .9414 .9640 
.X .6579 .5888 
oX 1.1909 
6 ,X .7698 
oX .4211 
2X = .0966 
S.E. = .X = .0367 
.X = .0333 
is transformed into an additive one, Jog X 2 = log .1'4 + log Xo . 
To shorten the notation, we shall place the suhscript before the 
variable when log measurement is nsed, i.e., log Xi = iX. Since 
the variables arc additive, the eqnation 2-Y {log (number of 
fruits)} = 4X {log (number of clusters)} + oX {log (numbcr 
of fruits per clustcr)} holds for both individual plant data and 
for mean values. 
Two questions to consider in ehoosing a scale are: \Vhich 
scale is better for describing the phen-otypic and genotypic 
relationships among the variables, and which is more useful in 
setting up genetic hypotheses to explain genotypic differences 
for each of these variables? From the purely statistical point of 
view, the better scale is the one which leads to more exact lineal' 
relationships among pairs of variables and results in greater 
homogeneity of error variance [sec Kempthorne (8)]. From 
the genetic standpoint, the better scale is the one which causes 
the greatest fraetion of the genotypic variance to he ineluded 
in the additive genetic portion, and leads to a simpler, more C011-
~istent gene model. 
The scatter diagram!-1 and statistics show that essentially linear 
l'elationships among pairs of variables oecn!" with either scale. 
Slightly better linear representations, as indicated by the rela-
tive values of the correlation coefficients, are obtained for both 
TABLE 19. STATISTICS A:.\IONG VARIABLES oX = LOG (NIDIBER OF RIPE FRUIT). ,X= LOG (NUMBER OF CLUS-
TERS) AND 5X = LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS PEH CLUSTER) FOR VARIOUS GROUPINGS OF PAR-
ENTS AND F,'s AND CO:.\IPONENTS OF F" 
SDIPLE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS SDIPLE CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
{324 (325 (345 (342 (352 (354 P24 P25 P45 
(A) Parents and F,'s Grouped Together (phenotypic statistics) 
1.313 3.595 2.595 
--0 a'O)'" .248 .313 .994 .945 .902 
(E) Parents Only (phenotypic statistics) 
1.342 3.453 2.453 .736 .264 .342 .994 .955 .916 
(C) All F, Values (phenotypic statistics) 
1.294 3.668 2.668 .762 .238 .294 .993 .934 .885 
(D) Additive Genetic Effects: Calculated from (y) 
1.304 3.778 2.778 .759 .241 .304 .995 .954 .919 
(E) Non-Additive Genetic Effects: Calculated from (Sli) 
1.078 1.655 .655 .845 .155 .078 .955 .506 .226 
(F) Statistics for Additive Genetic Effects Calculated from Components of Variance 
and Covariance 
1.311 3.841 2.844 .757 .243 .311 .996 .966 .940 
~ 
0; 
~ 
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TABLE 20. ARITHMETIC AND LOGARITHMIC PARENTAL MEANS AND 
ERROR VARIANCES FOR VARIABLES, NUMBER OF FRUITS, 
NUMBER OF CLUSTERS AND NUMBER OF 
FRUITS PER CLUSTER. 
A. Number of Fruits 
A1'ithmetic 
Line 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mean 
1287 
358 
260 
50 
41 
16 
Sampling variance 
on Individual basis 
82,232.3 
4,218.4 
2,217.9 
17.4 
16.3 
5.2 
B. Number of Clusters 
Arithmetic 
I.ine 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mean 
133.5 
66.8 
41.7 
13.4 
8.9 
6.1 
Sampling variance 
on Individual basis 
1384.6 
358.3 
38.0 
3.6 
3.3 
2.2 
C. Number of Fruits pel' Cluste!' 
A 1'itli1netic 
Line 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mean 
10.2 
5.6 
6.3 
3.8 
4.8 
2.8 
Sampling variance 
on individual basis 
6.6 
1.2 
.8 
.3 
'.6 
.4 
J,ogaritli1nic 
Mean 
3.1096 
2.5539 
2.4150 
1.6990 
1.6128 
1.2041 
Sampling variance 
on individual basis 
.0119 
.0083 
.0879 
.0015 
.0023 
.0042 
Logm'itli1nic 
Mean 
2.0989 
1. 7984 
1.6121 
1.1152 
.9412 
.7698 
Sampling variance 
on individual basis 
.0129 
.0164 
.0050 
.0046 
.0065 
.0100 
Logm·ithmic 
Mean 
.9944 
.7398 
.7923 
.5716 
.6579 
.4211 
Sampling variance 
on individual basis 
.0128 
.0068 
.0039 
.0040 
.0070 
.0117 
(2X,4X) and (2X,5X) by using the logarithmic scale, but there 
is somewhat less linearity on the logarithmic than on the arith-
metie scale in the case of (,X,5X). Thus, this criterion does not. 
clearly establish the superiority of either scale. 
In order to evaluate the scales with regard to homogeneity 
of variances, sampling error variances wpre calculated for each 
parent on both scales. 'I'able 20 lists the parental means and 
error variances for both scales and the three variables. On the 
arithmetic scale the variances of all variables show extreme dif-
ferences in magnitude, and the varianees are highly correlated 
with their corresponding mean values. On the logarithmic scale 
the heterogeneity of variance is reduced as is also the correla-
tion of means and variances. 
With Bartlett's test of homogeneity of variances, the arith-
metic variances for each variable are highly significantly dif-
ferent. With the logarithmic scale, the hypothesis of homogcneity 
of variances is acceptable for variables ,X and 5X. In 2X, hetero-
geneity of variance is found using logarithmic data and this is 
due primarily to parent 3 value. 
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TABLE 21. NUMERICAL AND PERC.L;:NT VALUES FOR ADDITIVE-
GENETIC AND OTHER VARIANCE COMPONENTS AS CALCULATED 
FROM ARITHIIU;']'IC AND LOGARITHMIC DATA FOR VAR-
IABLES: NUMBER OF FRUITS, NUl\IBJ<;R OF CT,USTERS, 
AND NUMBJ~R OF FRUITS PER CLUSTER. 
A,·ithmetic 
Components' Number of fruits Number of clusters Number of fruits 
per cl u8tel' 
Numerical Numerical NUmerical 
value % value % value % 
C2 +~2 )** (J. q. 17084 4.5 130 1.4 .078 .7 
4~2 (J 0 365405 95.5 9049 98.6 10.510 99.3 
382489 9179 10.588 
Loga1"ithmic 
log log log 
Components' (Number of fruits) (Number of clusters) (Number of fruits 
per cl uster) 
Numerical Numerical Numerical 
value % value % value % 
~2 
(J • .000934 .2 .001349 .4 .001105 2.6 
~2 
(J 8 .012695 1.9 .009398 2.4 .000171 .4 
4~2 
.650240 97.9 .375731 97.2 .0-110,13 97.0 (Jo 
------~ 
.663869 100.0 .386478 100.0 .042319 100.0 
• Components are: -;;-'. = error, ,,', = non-aclclitiye genetic, 
4-;;-"g = additive genetic • 
•• No attempt was malic to separate ;:>. and ;:; •• 
The logarithmic scale is clearly the better of the two with 
regard to homogeneity of variance. 
Estimates of the additive and non-additive variances from 
the Fl means for cach variable are listed in numerical as well 
as perccnt values in table 21. The additive genetic component 
accounts for ncarly all of the genotypic variance for each of the 
three variablcs when it is calculated with eithcr the arithmetic 
or the logarithmic data. This criterion, then, fails to differcntiatc 
the better scale from the genetic point of vicw. 
It is difficult to discuss the relative values of these two scales 
in framing genetic hypotheses until the subject is considered 
later on. Suffice it to say that with each of the variables, use 
of the logarithmic scale allows one to constrnct a more consistent, 
simple gcne model than does use of the arithmetic scale. 
In summary then-although in some respects the relationships 
among the variables under study can be reprcsented as satis-
factorily on the arithmetic as on the logarithmic scale, the log-
arithmic scale is chosen for the complete analysis because (1) 
the multiplicative relationship among the variables is t1'a118-
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formed to an additive one; (2) in all cases the usc of this scale 
tends to reduce the correlation betwecn means and variances, 
making the error variances more homogeneous; and (3) use of 
the logarithmic scale leads to more consistent genetic hypotheses . 
. EXAMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS USING THE 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE 
USE OF MEAN VALUES 
Thc logarithmic mean parental and Fl values for 2X {log 
(number of fruits)}, 4X {log (number of clusters)} and oX {log 
(number of fruits per cluster)} are listed.in table 18. For all 
three variables, the Fl values tend to fall between their cor-
l'esponding parental values. The rare cases of heterosis are posi-
tive. In the usual cases of no heterosis, the fi\ 's in general ex-
ceed the corresponding midparental values. 
An examination of the relationships among pairs of variahles 
shows that all arc positive. This holds t1'ue whell the parents or 
the 11\ 's are taken separately as well as when they are grouped 
together. (See table IV and figs. 18, 19 and 20.) For parcnts and 
/1\ 's alike, an increase in number of clusters is associatcd with 
an incrcase in fruits per cluster, and an increase in either num-
ber of fruits per cluster or number of cl nsters is associated with 
an increase in total number of fruit. 
The relationships among the Fl'S are quite similar to those 
exhibited by the parents. 'rhe discrepancies which do occur can 
be understood by examining the elements of the mathematical 
model which gives rise to the genetic and non-genetic contri-
butions to the phenotypic values. 
As in the analysis of Unit 1, let us consider the phenotypic 
mean value of ]I'"b as a sum of independent effects. Thus Pu/, 
= p. + ga + gb + Sab, where p. is an effect common to all F"L 's ; 
[Ja (or gb) is the additive genetic contribution of P" (or P r,) ; 
and S"b is itself a sum of two effects: S"b = {( non-additive genetic 
effect) + (error effect)}. 
Under certain assumptions enumerated in the analysis of 
Unit 1, it is possible to examine the relationships existing' 
among the three variables with regard to the additive genetic 
effect (yab = ga + gb) and the Sab. If the parents are regarded 
as a sample of lines randomly drawn from some larger popUla-
tion, then variance and covariance components must be used to 
estimate the additive genetic correlation and regression coeffi-
cients. 'l'hese statistics are given in table 19. If, however, the 
inferences are restricted to these particular lines and their 
crosses, the effects grt (or yab) and '~(lb can be estimated. (See 
tables 22 and 23.) 
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Fig. 18. (upper left) Relationship between log (number of fruits) and 
log (number of clusters) for parents and F,'8. 
Fig. 19. (upper right) Relationship between log (number of fruits) and 
log (number of fruits per cluster) for parents and F,·s. 
Fig. 20. (below) Relationship between log (numbel· of clusters) and Jog 
(number of fruIts per clustel·) for parents and F,'S. 
A comparison of' the cia) statistics with those of the parents 
shows that the two sets agree quite well. However, the statistics 
for Sub deviate considerably from those of the parents. For ex-
ample, the value of the correlation coefficient for 4X and 5X 
drops from +.916 among the parents to + .226 among the SaO 
effects. 
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TABLE 22. ESTIMATES OF THE ADDITIVE GENETIC EFFECTS 
(.0, .0 AND 00) FOR VARIABI.ES .X, .X AND .X. 
101 
10. 
~ 10. 
~ 
.!1, 
10. 
10. 
S.E. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
,... 
.0 .0 .0 
.6610 .4750 .1860 
.1715 .1873 -.0158 
.1544 .1184 .0360 
-.2644 -.2189 -.0455 
-.2946 -.2441 -.0505 
-.4279 -.3177 -.1102 
.0140 .0168 .0152 
TABLE 23. ESTIMATES OF 8 •• EFFECTS FOR VARIABLES 
,X, .X AND .X. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
oX -.1357 -.1103 .0548 .0478 .1435 
.X -.1442 -.0937 .0223 .1000 .1158 
.X .0085 -.0166 .0325 -.0522 .0277 
oX -.0540 .0893 .0231 .0774 
.X -.0076 .0867 -.0042 .0695 
eX -.0464 .0026 .0273 .0079 
oX .0665 .0556 .0422 
.X .0610 .0128 .0276 
.X .0055 .0428 .0146 
.X -.0371 -.1735 
,X -.0330 -.1371 
.X -.0041 -.0364 
.X -.0895 
.X -.0756 
.X -.0139 
.X = .0237 
S.B. ,X = .0284 
.X = .0257 
Now consider the grouping of the F\ 's into constant parent 
groups. The statistics giving the relationships among thc three 
variables for the Fl'S of each group arc given in table 24, and 
the scatter diagrams in figures 21, 22, -23, 24, 25 and 26. The 
important point to observe in these sets of data is the consistent 
trend of slopes reflected in jj25 and jj45, starting from c.p. No. 1 
group and progressing consecutively through to c.p. No.6 group. 
This trend, which is a manifestation of the non-additive genetic 
effects, is explicable in terms of the gene models. 
USE OF VAHIANCE AND COVARIANCE COMPONENTS 
Using components of variance and covariancc from the indio 
vidual plant analyses, let us calculate the statistics which will 
TABLE 24. PHI'~NOTYPIC STATIS'I'ICS AMONG THE VARIABLES ,X (NUMBER OF FRUIT), ,X (NUMBER OF CLUS-
TgRS), AND oX (NUMBER OF FRUITS PER CLUSTER) FOR THE Fl'S OF EACH CONSTANT PARENT GROUP. 
Constant 
Parent 
Group 
{j24 
N2.1 1.287 
N2~ 2. 1.394 
N •. 3 1.262 
No.4 1.306 
Ng.5 1.252 
N •. 6 1.270 
SIl\lPLJo:: REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
SIMPLE CORREI,ATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
{j25 {j45 {j42 {j52 {j54 P24 
2.498 1.498 .729 .271 .287 .969 
2.983 1.983 .702 .298 .394 .989 
3.050 2.050 .764 .236 .262 .982 
3.610 2.610 .755 .245 .306 .993 
4.563 3.563 .795 .205 .252 .998 
4.073 3.073 .780 .220 .270 .995 
TABLE 25. MEAN SQUARJo::S ·AND CROSS-PRODUCTS FOR THE VAR-
IOUS SOURCES OF VARIATION INVOLVING VARIABLES 2X=LOG 
(NUMBER OF FRUITS), .X=LOG (NUMBER OF 
CLUSTERS) AND .X=LOG (NUMBER OF 
FRUITS PER CLUSTER). 
oX 
,x 
.X 
Source 
Replications 
Varieties 
RxV 
Error 
Replications 
Varieties 
RxV 
Error 
Replications 
Varieties 
RxV 
Error 
,x 
.02839 
5.66662·' 
.01682" 
.00446 
., Highly significant (P < .01). 
,x 
.01716 
4.25679" 
.01053" 
.00329 
.06370 
3.23833" 
.02428" 
.01160 
oX 
.01105 
1.40801" 
.00606" 
.00117 
- .04411 
1.01657" 
- .01383" 
- .00820 
.05274 
.39170" 
.01990" 
.00943 
P25 
.823 
.943 
.848 
.940 
.967 
.947 
P45 
.656 
.884 
.733 
.894 
.948 
.912 
CO 
0'> 
~ 
,. 
),00 
2.50 
1:.00 
;;; 
~ 1.&0 
~ 
li: 1.00 
· 
· ~ .~o 
· 
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Fig. 21. (top row, left) Relationships between [log (number of fruits) 
and log (number of fruits per cluster)] and [log (number of clusters) and 
log (numbet· of fruits per cluster)] for all parents and constant parent 
groUl} No.1. 
Fig. 22. (top row, center) Relationships between [log (number of fruits) 
and log (number of fruits per cluster)] and [log (number of clusters) 
lind log (number of fruits per cluster)] for all parents and constant parent 
group No.2. 
Fig. 23. (top row, right) Relationships between [log (number of fruits) 
and log (number of fruits per cluster)] and [log (number of clusters) 
and log (number of fruits per cluster)] for all parents and constant parent 
group No.3. . 
Fig. 24. (bottom row, left) Relationships between [log (number of fruits) 
and log (number of fruits per cluster)] and [log (number of clusters) 
and log (numbel' of fruits per cluster)] for all parents and constant parent 
group No.4. 
Fig. 25. (bottom row, center) Relationships between [log (number of 
fruits) and log (number of fruits pel' cluster)] and [log (number of clus-
tel's) and log (nuinber of fruits pel' clustel')] for all parents and constant 
parent group No.5. 
Fig. 26. (bottom row, right) Relationships between [log (number of 
fruits) and log (number of fruits per cluster)] and [log (number of clus-
ters) and log (number of fruits per cluster)] tot· all parents and constant 
pal'ent group No, 6. 
give the relationships among the genotypic and environmental 
effects. The matrix of mean squares and cross products for 
2.1:" {log (number of fruits)}, 4X {log (number of clusters)}, 
and aX {log (number of fruits pel' cluster)} is given in table 25. 
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With the procedures indicated in the analysis of Unit 1, it is 
possible to estimate the genotypic and environmental correlation 
and regression coefficients. Table 26 gives the phenotypic, geno-
typic and environmental statistics for the parents and F\ 's group-
ed together. The negative relationship among the environmental 
effects for variables 4X and 5X may be contrasted with the posi-
tive relationship among the genotypic effects. That this negative 
environmental correlation is not an accident of sampling may 
be seen from the fact that each mean cross-product of 4X"X in 
the analysis of covariance (table 25) is negative except that of 
"between genotypes." The biological interpretation of the rela-
tionships existing for the genotypic and cnvironmental effects 
will be discussed in the last section. 
CONSTRUCTION OF GENE MODELS 
Exactly the same procedme used in Unit 1 will be used here. 
We shall assume that the inheritance schemes of variables 2X 
{log (number of fruits)}, 4X {log· (nulnber of clusters)} and 5..1' 
{log (number of fruits per cluster)} are complex but can be 
adequately described by models which specify that the lo~i ef-
fects are additive on the logarithmic scale and which allow a 
certain degree of dominance. 
The dominance values will be estimated by the three methods 
outlined in Unit 1: constant parcnt regre;sion, variance ratio 
and potence ratio methods. Tables 27, 28 and 29 give the esti-
mates of the dominance value (h) for each of the three methods 
for each variable. 
The three methods give fairly consistent dominance estimates. 
Allowing the three methods to be of equal weight, the arith-
metic average dominance estimate calculated for each variable 
is as follows: 
For 2X ;h = % (.510 + .613 + .552) = +.564 
For 4X )z. = % (.519 + .698 + .589) = +.602 
For 5X 5h = % (.544 + .563 + .456) = +.521 
(If the arithmetic scale were used, the constant parent re-
gression technique would yield negative dominance values for 
both 2X and 4X, even though heterosis, when it exists, is in the' 
positive direction. This contradictory condition is removed by 
logarithmic transformation.) 
EXPLANATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF' THE 
NON-ADDITIVE EFFECTS 
Phenomena related to the ;;;b effects which need clarification 
are: the divergence of the statistics calculated with the ",;ab 
effects from those of the parents or Y.lb, and the consistent diver-
TABLE 26. PHENO,])YPIC, GENOTYPIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS FOR PARENTS AND Fl's GROUPED 
TOGETHER FOR VARIABLES oX == LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS), ,X = LOG (NUMBER OF CLUS-
7i24 
Phenotypic" 1.313 
Genotypic 1.321 
Environmental .283 
TERS) AND.X == LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS PER CLUSTER). 
7i25 7i45 7i42 {j52 7i54 P24 
3.595 2.595 .752 .2{8 .313 .994 
3.771 2.771 .752 .248 .321 .996 
.124 -.869 .737 .263 -.707 .457 
TABLE 27. CONSTANT PARENT REGRESSION STATISTICS FOR LOG 
(NUMBER OF FRUITS), LOG (NUMBER OF CLUSTERS) AND 
LOG (NUMBER OF FRUITS PER CLUSTER) WHICH 
ARE USED TO ESTIMATE THE DOl\I-
INANCE VALUES (h). 
Constant Constant Phenotypic Genotypic Values 
Parent Parent c.p.r. c.p.r. (~xy)2 2 
Values % ~X2 %~d 1/'x 
A. log (number of fruit) 
1 3.0933 .273 .274 99.5 ".5 
:1 2.5383 .167 .468 98.6 1.4 
3 2.4044 .475 .476 97.9 2.1 
4 "1.6852 .682 .683 100.0 0 
5 1.5993 .637 .638 98.6 1.4 
6 1.1909 .815 .817 99.3 .7 
b" == -.268 Ii: = .510 
B. log (number of clusters) 
1 2.0989 .257 .259 98.9 1.1 
2 1. 7985 .462 .464 100.0 0 
3 1.6121 .504 .506 100.0 0 
4 1.1136 .697 .700 100.0 0 
5 .9414 .704 .708 97.7 2.3 
6 .7698 .824 .829 98.4 1.6 
b" = --.390 h: = .519 
C. log (number of fruits per cluster) 
1 .9944 .217 .229 65.0 35.0 
2 .7398 .481 .492 97.2 2.8 
3 .7923 .433 .444 90.3 9.7 
4 .5716 .631 .647 100.0 0 
5 .6579 .460 .471 100.0 0 
6 .4211 .735 .768 100.0 0 
b; == -.948 Ii: == .544 
P25 P46 
.945 .902 
.967 .943 
.181 -.784 
~ 
..;J 
t..:l 
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gent trend of #25 and li43 regression coefficients in the various 
constant parent· groups. These two manifestations of the ~"b 
effects are due to the twofold nature of the s.;b elements as we 
have calcUlated them. 
In examining the ~b statistics, it mnst be remembered that a 
particular s"b effect is actually composed of the true non-additive 
genetic effect plus the error effect associated with the Ji'''b mean 
value. Therefore, in interpreting the behavior of the calculated 
;b1 we mnst examine the behavior of the two parts. It is possible 
to examine the statistics of the error elements directly as they 
were calculated from compOllents of variance and covariance 
und are given in table 26. The error regression and correlation 
coefficients involving variables 4X and 5X arc negative and thus 
exhibit relationships opposite ihose of the ;'b (additive genetic 
effects). Thus the discrepant behavior of the :;ab could be due 
primarily to the error component. Supporting evidence for this 
hypothesis is as follows: 
1. The true non-additive genetic effects are sufficiently small 
to be of the same magnitude as the error effects. This can be 
determined by comparing the nOll-additive genetic and errol' 
components of variance. A high positive correlation among the 
true nOll-additive genetic effects would be largely negated by 
the strong negative correlation among the errol' elements. 
2. In terms of gene models, the nOll-additive genetieeffects 
would be generated by the dominance effects. Since the additive 
gene effects arc highly positively correlated (for 4X,,,X) , and 
since the dominance values are both positive and of the same 
magnitude, one may infer that the. true non-additive genetic 
effects would be positivel~' correlated for 4X and oX. 
3. It is possible to calculate the statistics for the non-additive 
genetie clements directly, but these valnes are subject to con-
siderable error. III this ease, the correlation between 4X and fiX 
i~ positive but exceeds one: ;;::; =+ .1.265. 
'Ve may conclude that the abnormal behavior of the ,;:.,) ef-
fects is dlle primm'il? to the error component. The parental and 
additive genetic values <Ire also affected by corresponding error 
terms, of course, but the genetic component in these estimates 
is of suffieient magnitude that the errol' effects are negligible. 
On the other hand the second phenomenon associated with 
the :;,,/) effects, the consistent change in llumerieal value of the 
regression coefficients #2;; and 73'5 among the various constant 
parent gronps, is explicable in terms of the different magnitudes 
of the dominanre valm's for the three variahles. 'Vith this ex-
TABI~E 28. STATISTICS FOR CONSTANT PARENT GROUPS 1 AND 6 FOR VARIABLES LOG (NU:\IBER OF FRUIT), 
LOG (NUMBER OJ!' CLUSTERS) AND LOG (NU:MBER OF FRUITS PER CLUSTER) WHICH ARE USED 
TO ESTIMATE THE DOl\IINANCE VALUES BY THE VARIANCE RATIO METHOD. 
Constant ~2 --" 
Parent 0"2 0"2h p(frP'h (f2 h (f FI 0 e Group 
Average h 
A. log- (number of fruit) 
1 .025390 .081010 .016690 -.073241 .00093,! .15·\ 
.552 
6 .262575 .097237 .040967 .123437 .noon·! .649 
B. 101; (number of clusters) 
1 .014378 .0.18185 .011368 -.046(;24 .0013·19 .486 
.589 
6 .161203 .057216 .027371 .075267 .001319 .692 
C. log- (number of fruits per cluster) 
1 .002755 .005099 .002074 -.005524 .001106 .638 
.456 
6 .014186 .00609·\ .000·153 .006533 .001106 .27:~ 
TABLE 29. ESTDIATES OF AYERAGE DOMINANCE VALUES BY :\IIcTI-lOD OF POTENCE RATIOS, FOR EACH Fa. 
IN THE CONSTANT PARENT GROCPS ONE AND SIX FOR THE THREE VARIABLgS LOG (NUMBER 
OI<' FRUITS), LOG (NUl\IBER OF CLUSTERS) AND LOG (NU:MBER OF FRCITS PER CLUSTER). 
101; (number of fruits) 
1 Group 6 Group 
11" == .885 
hl3 == .932 
11" = .606 
h" == .579 
h", = .630 
h,. = .726 
Average h 
h., == .630 
It., == .477 
1163 = .55·1 
h .. = .247 
llOij == .772 
iI.. = .536 
.631 
101; (number of clusters) 
1 Group 6 Group 
"'" == 1.136 
It" = 1.009 
Ita == .555 
lln == .712 
"" == .662 
,-.,. = .815 
h.1 = .662 
II", = .498 
hllZ = .567 
II", = -.081 
110:; = 1.263 
Ito. = .582 
Average h .698 
log (number of fruits per cluster) 
1 Group 6 Group 
hi" = .589 
Jha = .747 
Ita = .725 
Jt.15 = .122 
1>'6 = .555 
Ii,. = .5·18 
Average h 
h61 == .555-
II., = .407 
hllZ = .523 
71., = .993 
Ito:; = .416 
li •. = .579 
.563 
CJ.:l 
-1 
fI'o. 
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planation one would expect a greater change in the valucs of 
#25 than in those of 134r. since the dominance value of ,4X (it 
= +.60) is greater than that for 2X (h = +.56). This is borne 
out with the data. 
BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS 
For the resolution of tomato yield into the particular yield 
components used in this study as illustrated in fig. 1, it has 
been shown in previous sections that for all variables, the log-
arithmic scale had certain biological and statistical advantages 
over the arithmetic scale. Two of the more important biological 
advantages of the logarithmic scale are as follows: (1) All var-
iables studied are functions of growth forces tending to vary 
either the size or the number of reproductive parts. Since growth 
phenomena (other than those that are unidirectional) usually 
are best described by a logarithmic function, it is not surprising 
that the curvilinear relationships among pairs of yield com-
ponents measured on the arithmetic scale are transformed to 
linear relationships by usc of the logarithmic scale. Since we 
arc using linear statistics for descriptive purposes, it is desir-
able to use the scale of measurement which makes these most 
meaningful. The effectiveness of the logarithmic scale in pro-
ducing linearity of relationships is apparent in the very high 
correlation coefficients. (2) The necessarily simplified gene 
models tend to describe the inheritance of the variables more 
exactly on the logarithmic scale than on the arithmetic scale. 
From the statistical point of view the advantages of nsing 
logarithmic instead of arithmetic data are: (1) The yield com-
ponents become additive: i.e., log (yield) = {log (number of 
fruits) + {log (fruit weight)} and log (number of fruit) = {log 
(number of clustcrs) + log (number of fruits per cluster)}; 
(2) the logarithmic transformation reduces the correlation be-
tween means and variances. Therefore, the assumptions inherent 
in the linear mathematical models are probably more valid than 
with arithmetic data. 
Statistics describing the relationships among yield components 
were calculated for each of a number of different kinds of effects. 
Of most interest biologically are the statistics calculated from 
the "genotypic" and" environmental" effects. To obtain these 
statistics, it is assumed that individual plant observations (for 
a particular variable) may be regarded as sums of independent 
elements as follows: 
X k1m = p. + 11k + 1'1 + hl'kl + Cklm 
where p. is the effect common to all observations; 71k is the geno-
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typic effcct; rl the replication effect; h1"kl is the effect common to 
the klth classification; ek!", is the effect peculiar to the individual 
plant.· These (ekl"') effects can be considered individual plant 
environmental effects. The genotypic statistics werc obtained by 
use of components of' variancc and covariance, and the environ-
mental statistics were calculated directly from mean squares 
and mean cross-products. 
A suggested interpretation of thc environmental and geno-
t)'pic correlations will be presented starting first with the en-
vironmental statistics. 
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 
The diagram illustrating the average environmental relation-
ships among the variables is given in fig. 27. Statements con-
cerning environmental correlations are as follows: 
(1) The variables number of clusters and number of fruits 
per cluster as measured on the same plant, exhibit a large nega-
tive correlation (45Pe = ' - .784). This indicates competition 
between these variables for a common limited nutrient subsh·ate. 
(2) upe = +.457 and 25;' = +.181. These correlations may 
be given the following interpretation: For a specified genotype, 
the number of fruits per cluster is fairly constant (except pos-
sibly for parent No.1); environmental stimuli tending to in-
crease fruit number will do so largely by increasing the llllmber 
of clusters . 
. (3) The variables number of fruits and fruit weig'ht when 
'45 '-.764 
NUMBE R OF 
CLUSTERS PER 
PLANT 
NUMBER 0 F 
FRU ITS PER 
CLUSTE R 
TOTAL NUMBER 
OF FRUITS 
PER PLANT 
AVERAGE FRUIT 
WE I GMT 
Fig. 27. Diagrammatic representation of environmental relationships 
among components of yield in terms of standard partial regression coeffi-
cients (single-headed arrows) ant! correlation coefficients (llouble-headeLl 
:ll'I'o\vs). 
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measured 011 the same plant and aver<:lged over all genotypes 
show an almost complete lack of association (23Pe = -.056). 
'1'h1S is explicable in terms of the following facts: (a) The fruits 
are borne in cluste1's, (b) there is considerable competition 
between fruits within the same cluster and (c) therefore, most 
fruit weight variation is assignable to a within·cluster classifi· 
cation and may not have much bearing on the total number of 
fruits produced. 
(4) 12PO = +.923 and 13Pe = + .330. Within a genotype, 
variation in yield is largely determined by variation in number 
of fruits. If we take 23pe = 0, then approximately 85 percent of 
the variation in yield is attributable to variation in fruit nnm· 
bel'. This can be understood in terms of the hypothesis that most 
fruit variation results from within· cluster competition, and thus 
again the cluster appears as the important biological competi-
tive unit from the standpoint of total yield per plant. 
GENOTYPIC RELA'TIONSHIPS 
The diagram for the genotypic relationships is given in fig. 28. 
Statements concerning the more interesting correlations are as 
follows: 
(1) The large positive correlation coefficient, 45Ph = +.943, 
indicates that a genotypic increase in number of fruits per clus-
ter is associated with a genotypic increase in number of clustcrs. 
The large value of the coefficient indicates that these two var-
iables are different manifestations of the same set of genes, 
whereas the positive sign may be interpreted to mean that the 
genes are acting in essentially the same fashion in both 'var-
iables. They arc primarily concerned with genotypically deter-
mining the growth force responsible for the number of repro-
ductiye parts. 
(2) 2:rh = +.996 and 25;, = +;967. These two high positive 
correlations are due to the fact that the variable number of 
fruits is the SlIm of two highly correlated sub-traits, and these 
sub-traitR are correlated positively. 
(3) A genotypic increase in fruit size is associated ,,,itll a 
genotypic decrease in fruit number as indicated by the large 
negative correlation coefficient 23Ph = - .970. To evaluate this 
statement, let us assume that there is a genotypic limit to the 
capacit~· for total fruit production, and that the two growth 
forces involved in the increase of total yield, a force increaRing 
the nnmber of fruits and a force increasing the size of fruits, 
arc genotypically determined. '1'he genotypic limit of yield 
necessitates competition between the growth forces, and this is 
reflected in the negative sign of the correlation coefficient. The 
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size of the coefficient indicates that the two growth processes are 
controlled by the same set of genes. That is, genes tending to 
increase the size of fruit also tend to decrease the number of 
fruits. -
NUMBERS OF 
(
CLUSTERS PER 
PLANT 
r.~' + "'4~ 
\ 
~X 
NUMBER OF 
FRUITS PER 
CLUSTER 
'23' -.970 
TOTAL NUMBER 
OF FRUITS 
PER PL ANT 
Fig. 28. Diagrammatic representation of genotypic relationships among 
components of yield in terms of standard partial regression coefficients 
(single-headed arrows) and correlation coefficients (double-headed arrows). 
In conelusion, an examination of the genotypic interrelation-
ships of the components of tomato yield shows a tightly inter-
locking system of gene complexes. The correlations obtained sug-
gest. that the expressions of the variables are largely due to 
manifold effects of one set of pleiotropic genes. The primary 
function of these genes may be to control the relative balanee 
of competitive ability between the growth force tending to in-
crease the number of reproductive parts and the growth force 
bmding to increase the size of the reproductive parts. 
To utilize the results obtained in this study in a tomato breed-
ing program, three factors must be borne in mind: (a) The 
lines used should not be considered a random sample of lines 
suitable for use in a breeding program. In this study the lines 
were chosen to give as great a genotypic difference as possible 
for all variables in order to facilitate a genetic analysis. (b) In 
interpreting the genotypic correlations involving F't's, it mnst 
be remembered that various genotypes are related. (c) Different 
growing conditions may alter the relationships somewhat. 
If these restrictions arc kept in mind and if it is assumed 
that the genotypic relationships are due largely to pleiotropic 
gene effeets, the following observations may be made: 
(1) The varions manifestations of essentially the same set of 
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genes show a considerable range of dominance e>::pression-from 
partial negative dominance in fruit weight to positive over-
dominanee in yield. (It is assumed that the inheritance can be 
described in terms of the simplified gene models used earlier in 
this study.) In many cases, it may be possible to analyze and 
nnderstand overdominance in terms of partial dominance effects 
by partitioning complex variables into component parts. This 
may be of considerable value in reducing the complexity of some 
plant and animal breeding problems. . . 
(2) From this analysis, it appears that effects of selection for 
anyone component will affect the other yield components. Selec-
tion for larger fruit size will generally result in fewer numbers 
of fruits per cluster, fewer numbers of clusters and, therefore, 
fewer numbers of fruits per plant. Because of the negative geno-
typic correlation between size and number of fruits, selection 
for increased yield is difficult and tedious. Probably the best 
solution for obtaining higher yields in the immediate future is 
by the use of heterosis, a conclusion with which many breeders 
concur. 
(3) The techniques outlined could be used by breeders to 
investigate relationships among the same variables as examined 
in this study for any groupings of tomato experimental material. 
In fact, the same analytical approach could be 'used in studying 
complex charactcristics of many different crops. 
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